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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

IN THE BEGINNING… 

Someone might ask, why bother flying to Mars when we want to get to Jupiter?  

The short the answer is that we want to steal a little energy from Mars through a gravity 

assist maneuver.  On the Galileo mission there was a 1200% savings in fuel weight using 

a VEE (Venus, Earth, Earth) gravity assist fly-bys (ref. Galileo Educator's Slide Set Vol. 

1 Pg. 3). The Cassini mission used fly-bys of Earth, Venus, and Jupiter to reach Saturn.  

These gravity-assist maneuvers have been proven to work and yet there is a desire to 

improve upon this method of interplanetary propulsion.   

This leads to the proposed idea of an Aero Gravity Assist maneuver (AGA).  An 

AGA maneuver utilizes the atmosphere of a planet to greatly increase the turning angle of 

the normally hyperbolic gravity assist trajectory. The concept of using the atmosphere to 

optimize a gravity assist maneuver is the focus of this study.  “Sixty-five percent of the 

mission s planned for the present decade (1995-2005) will use an aeroassist system as a 

primary mission element to reduce launch cost, a larger percentage than in any previous 

exploration era,”(Robert D. Braun of the NASA Langley Research Center, Aeroassist 

Systems: An Important Element in NASA’s New Era of Planetary Exploration, Journal of 

Spacecraft and Rockets, Vol. 36, No. 3, May-June, 1999). The main reference for this 

research is from Design of Aerogravity-Assist Trajectories (Journal of Spacecraft and 

Rockets Vol. 39, No. 1, Jan.-Feb. 2002) by W. R. Johnson and J. M. Longuski. This 

paper demonstrated the capability of increasing the turning angle without decreasing the 

entry velocity relative to the planet used in the AGA maneuver. In order to perform this 

maneuver a hypersonic vehicle with high lifting capabilities must be developed. The most 

often cited vehicle for AGA missions is known as a waverider. 

The previous works that have done analysis of AGA missions have assumed a 

constant lift to drag ratio or a fixed drag polar which were independent of Reynolds 

number and Mach number. These assumptions in no way reflect the reality of any 

proposed MAGAT vehicle. A real vehicle would require analysis of the requirements for 
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the necessary thermal protection system, the structural loads, and the effects of the size 

and weight of such a vehicle on the ability to fly the desired trajectory.    

The goal of this study was to expand on the previous works by providing a 

preliminary concept design for a waverider like vehicle and perform trade studies to 

determine the validity of an AGA maneuver.  The five disciplines explored in this study 

were Aerothermodynamics, Trajectories, Structures, Thermal Protection System, and 

Systems & Propulsion. 

 

THE A.G.A. MISSION 

 The mission dictated by the RFP requires an Earth launch on 5/14/2004 with a 

launch V∞ of 6.00 km/s and a final arrival at Jupiter via a Mars AGA maneuver.  The 

trajectory was found using STOUR, and the boundary conditions using a JPL software 

package called QUICK.  This report is only concerned with the AGA portion of the 

trajectory and thus the inbound and outbound states of the Mars encounter are those 

provided from W. Johnson. These states used the STOUR output for Earth launch date, 

Mars flyby date, and B-plane angle, and applied these to QUICK  QUICK was then able 

to calculate the spacecraft and planet’s velocity at arrival and convert these conditions 

into state elements relative to Mars.  A fixed drag polar and a lift to drag ratio of 5 was 

used to obtain the departure conditions.  For a 20 km periapsis altitude the conditions for 

a non-rotating inertial Mars are: 

 

Radius 7703.979291 [km] 
Latitude 5.795018775 [degree]

Longitude 103.3717029 [degree]
Velocity Magnitude 11.54308289 [km/s]
Flight Path Angle -62.21361917 [degree]

Heading Angle 277.5897048 [degree]
Table 1.1: Inbound Mars Trajectory State 
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Radius 6630.875259 [km] 
Latitude 10.26826455 [degree]

Longitude 262.2090646 [degree]
Velocity Magnitude 9.583063561 [km/s]
Flight Path Angle 56.74633971 [degree]

Heading Angle 263.5412073 [degree]
Table 1.2: Outbound Mars Trajectory State 

 

The MAGAT vehicle is designed to be hypersonic lifting body able to contain an 

unmanned spacecraft similar to the Galileo satellite with a dry mass of 1300 kg. It is also 

assumed that a total ∆V of 1400 m/s will be required to perform corrective maneuvers at 

Mars and during interplanetary orbit (ref. Project Galileo, Table 3).  The MAGAT vehicle 

is comprised of an aeroshell structure, a thermal protection system, a propulsion system, 

and various essential subsystems, such as guidance and navigation, electrical power, 

communications, science packages etc.   

 

 

THE A.G.A. VEHICLE, OR MAGAT 

The concept for the Mars aero gravity assist vehicle (hereby known by its 

acronym Mars Aero Gravity Assist Team, or MAGAT) consists of a simple wedge shape 

with a single flap, modeled as a flat plate with a leading edge, attached to the base of the 

wedge for trim control and pitch stability.  The free parameters for the vehicle are the 

vehicle length and width, wedge half angle, flap length, flap width, and radius of the 

nose.  

Due to the demand derived from W. Johnson’s paper dictating a lift to drag ratio 

of approximately 5, the conceptual design parameters were mainly driven by the 

aerodynamic capabilities of the MAGAT vehicle while still making considerations 

regarding the volume and payload capacity.  In his analysis W. Johnson(ref. ) assumed a 

lift to drag ratio of at least 5 while neglecting large drag contributions dependent on 

Reynolds number and Mach number. Although the vehicle is designed for producing high 

lift to drag ratios,  it is reasonable to assume that the vehicle must also be of sufficient 
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size and shape in order for it to be structurally sound, able to carry a payload (satellite 

etc.), and most importantly, affordable to build using current or near current technology.  

Figures 1.1-1.3 provide top, side, and front views of the MAGAT vehicle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1.1: Top view of MAGAT vehicle. 
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Figure 1.2: Front view of MAGAT vehicle. 

 

 
Figure 1.3: Side view of MAGAT vehicle. 

 

As an initial design reference, the Galileo spacecraft was referenced for its 

approximate dimensions.  The Galileo spacecraft was 5.3 meters long (not including its 

booms), and 2.1 meters in approximate diameter (ref. Galileo Orbiter pg. 25).   The 

wedge half angle determined the length and width of the vehicle that provided for a 

comparable payload size. 

In order to accommodate this size of payload half cones are added to either side of 

the wedge body.  This provides a considerable amount of volume and also serves as a 

more realistic design for a MAGAT vehicle.  The downside is that this greatly increases 

the vehicle’s drag while providing minimal lift. 
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Expected design challenges include obtaining a high enough lift to drag ratio, 

high heating rates due to entry in Mars’ atmosphere at interplanetary speeds, structural 

integrity concerns associated with having a long, slender vehicle, and having enough 

control authority to arrive at the required departure state. The following is an in depth 

presentation of the methods utilized, and the results obtained while trying to successfully 

design the MAGAT vehicle. 
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A E R O T H E R M O D Y N A M I C S  

NOMENCLATURE 

L=Vehicle length, minus flap 

lflap=flap chord 

rn=nose radius 

rb=cone base radius 

δ=wedge and cone half angle 

b=width of wedge 

lcg=distance along the center line  from the reference point to the center of gravity. 

zcg=distance along the z-axis from the center line to the center of gravity. 

α =angle of attack, angle between the velocity vector and the vehicle center line 

β =trimming angle of flap, angle between the flap and the vehicle center line 

Sref=reference area, defined as the base area of the vehicle  

l =reference length, defined as the length of the vehicle 
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INTRODUCTION 

The objective of the Aerodynamicist in this project is to obtain a method of 

analysis and provide insight on the aerodynamic parameters for the proposed MAGAT 

vehicle.   

The method used for this analysis is the evaluation of various vehicle shapes and 

their aerodynamic performance by way of their hypersonic CL, CD, L/D, pitching 

moment, static stability and trimming capabilities.  These performance characteristics 

are determined through the use of the Newtonian hypersonic flow theory along with 

hypersonic skin friction and viscous interaction effects.  Fortran codes have been 

provided, yet are modified for the desired vehicle parameters, that enable timely 

analysis of the vehicle performance.  The codes that concern the attention of the 

aerodynamicist are; aerotest.f, aerodat.f, aeroprop.f, altvmap.f, and aerotrim.f along 

with several subroutines that provide systematic root finding and bracketing.  The 

results of this analysis are provided to the trajectories specialist for further computation 

on the mission design.   

One of the primary concerns for the vehicle is obtaining a high L/D, of at least 

5, to  maintain a flight path that provides the proper exit trajectory without losing a 

great deal of energy due to drag while in the Martian atmosphere.  The advantage is that 

the amount of heliocentric ∆V gained and the reduced time of flight will greatly 

outweigh any drag energy losses during the AGA maneuver.   

Another primary concern is the trimming capabilities and pitch stability of the 

vehicle.   Although stability about roll and yaw axes is also essential this study will not 

include analysis of those parameters.  Pitch stability is dictated by the location of the 

center of gravity in relation to the vehicles center of mass.  This location greatly affects 

the trimming capabilities for desired angles of attack and is always be given great 

attention.  Analysis of systems, structures, and propulsion components all are also 

required to have a better understanding of the location of the center of gravity and the 

pitch stability of the vehicle. 
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VEHICLE PARAMETERS 

The vehicle used is a high L/D hypersonic vehicle.  For this preliminary design 

method the shape of the vehicle must be reduced to a simplified geometry.   A diagram 

of the vehicle and the coordinate system used can be seen in Figures 2.1 -2.3 below.  

The geometry consists of five separate components, a wedge, cone frustum sides, 

cylindrical leading edge, spherical segment caps, and a flat plate for the control surface.   

 

 
Figure 2.1: Top View of Vehicle 
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Figure 2.2: Side View of Vehicle 

 

 

 
Figure 2.3: Front View of Vehicle 

 
All of the parameters necessary to declare the vehicle dimensions can be seen in 

the previous figures.  The six parameters are the nose radius rn, base radius rb, length L, 

width of wedge b, wedge half angle δ, and the flap chord lflap.   A set of initial 

parameters were determined from the results of the concept design and can be seen in 

Table 2.1.  The different vehicle parameters are described in greater detail later. 

 
MAGAT Conceptual Vehicle Design Parameters 

rn   (m) rb   (m) L  (m) b  (m) δ  (deg) lflap  (m) 

0.25 1.655 10.0 3.0 8.0 0.5 

Table 2.1:  Conceptual design parameters. 
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AERODYNAMICS 

The aerodynamics of the vehicle will be based on the Newtonian hypersonic 

flow theory, hypersonic skin friction, and viscous interaction effects.  The mission RFP 

requires that the spacecraft enter the Martian atmosphere at approximately 11500 m/s 

and exit the atmosphere at approximately 9600 m/s.  At this velocity the flow can be 

assumed to be purely hypersonic. There is no need to calculate the effects of supersonic 

flow,  supersonic skin friction, or wave drag on the vehicle.  By combining the results 

of these methods the lift, drag, and moment about the center of mass are calculated for 

a given free stream velocity, and angle of attack. 

 

USING THE NEWTONIAN HYPERSONIC FLOW THEORY 

The method for using the Newtonian theory is based on combining several 

simple shapes to obtain a total model for the vehicle.  The theory itself uses the pressure 

distribution of the flow over the vehicle.  The distribution of pressure is then evaluated 

for the surface geometry and integrated over these simple shapes using the methods 

from Reference 1(Clark and Trimmer) to obtain the normal and axial forces along with 

the moment coefficients.  A very important parameter in these calculations is the 

reference area Sref, which is used to non-dimensionalize all of the forces.  This 

reference area is the entire base area of the vehicle. 

 
 22( * tan( ))*n bSref r l b rδ π= + +  (0.1) 
 
Another important requirement for this method is to define the moment 

reference point for each shape and the reference length lref, for non-dimensionalization 

of the moment.  This length is the wedge length L, and the reference points can be seen 

in the following figures corresponding to each shape.  The FORTRAN code 

AERODAT has been modified to follow these methods. 
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CYLINDRICAL LEADING EDGE 

 
Figure 2.4:  Diagram for the cylindrical leading edge 

 
The equations for the Cn,cyl and Ca,cyl are from Ref. 1, pp 12-13. 

 

 ( ),
2* *1 4 sin( ) cos( ) 1

2 3
n

n cyl
b rC

Sref
α α

 
= + 

 
 (0.2) 

 

 
2

2
,

2* *1 4 sin ( ) cos ( ) cos( )
2 3 2

n
a cyl

b rC
Sref

α α α
  

= + +  
   

 (0.3) 

 
For a cylinder, the Cm,cyl about the center of curvature, as noted by the reference 

point in Figure 2.4, is zero.  The reference point is translated to the center of mass using 

 

 , , ,m cyl n cyl a cyl
lcg ycgC C C
L L

= −  (0.4) 

SPHERICAL SEGMENT NOSE 

 
Figure 2.5: Diagram of the spherical nose  

 

The equations for the Cn,nose and Ca,nose are from Ref. 1, pp 29. 
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 ( )
2

,
2* sin( ) cos( ) 1

4
n

n nose
rC

Sref
π α α
 

= + 
 

 (0.5) 

 

 ( )
2

2
,

2* cos( ) 1
8

n
a nose

rC
Sref

π α
 

= + 
 

 (0.6) 

  
For a spherical segment, the Cm,cyl about the moment reference point as noted in 

Figure 2.5, is also zero. Now move the reference point to the center of mass. 

 , , ,m nose n nose a nose
lcg zcgC C C
L L

= −  (0.7) 

 

WEDGE 

 
Figure 2.6: Diagram of the wedge. 

 
For the calculation of the forces on the wedge, the lift and drag were computed 

directly from the Newtonian pressure for the upper and lower surfaces separately and 

then converted to the normal and axial forces by means of direction cosines.  At this 

point it is also important to note that the angle of attack α, is measured from the center 

line of the vehicle and not the wedge surface.  In other words, the angle of attack as 

seen by the upper surface will be (δ-α), and by the lower surface as (α+δ). 

The equations for the Cl,wedge, Cd,wedge, and Cm,wedge are derived from the 

Newtonian Theory .  The first set of equations is when α<δ and there is no shadowing 

of the upper surface. 
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 2
, ,

2* * sin ( ) cos( )
cosl wedge upper
b lC

Sref
δ α δ α

δ
= − − −  (0.8) 

 

 3
, ,

2* * sin ( )
cosd wedge upper
b lC

Sref
δ α

δ
= − −  (0.9) 

 

 
2

, ,
2* *sin ( ) cos ( ) sin ( )

cos 2 2
b

m wedge upper
rb LC lcg zcg

Sref
δ α δ δ
δ
−  = − − + +  

 (0.10) 

 
For α>δ the upper surface is shadowed from the flow so the Cl,wedge,upper 

Cd,wedge,upper, and Cm,wedge,upper are are zero.  If α is always assumed positive the lower 

surface will always see the full flow and the equations are valid for 0< α<90o . 

 

 2
, ,

2* * sin ( ) cos( )
cosl wedge lower
b lC

Sref
δ α δ α

δ
= + +  (0.11) 

 

 3
, ,

2* * sin ( )
cosd wedge lower
b lC

Sref
δ α

δ
= − +  (0.12) 

 

 
2

, ,
2* *sin ( ) cos ( ) sin ( )

cos 2 2
b

m wedge lower
rb LC lcg zcg

Sref
δ α δ δ
δ
+  = − − −  

 (0.13) 

where lcg is measured from the origin as seen in Figure 1.1 and ycg is measured 

positive below the vehicle center line and the moments for the upper and lower surfaces 

can simply be added together for the total Cm,wedge. 

 
 , , , , ,m wedge m wedge upper m wedge lowerC C C= +  (0.14) 
 
To convert these to the vehicle coordinates requires a simple coordinate 

transformation involving α. 

 
 ( ) ( ), , , , , , , , ,cos sinn wedge l wedge upper l wedge lower d wedge upper d wedge lowerC C C C Cα α= + + +  (0.15) 
 
 ( ) ( ), , , , , , , , ,cos sina wedge d wedge upper d wedge lower l wedge upper l wedge lowerC C C C Cα α= + − +  (0.16) 
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CONE FRUSTUM SIDES 

 
Figure 2.7: Diagram of the cone frustum 

 
The equations for the Cn,cone, Ca,cone, and Cm,cone are from Ref. 1, pp 30-32.  For 

the cone frustum, a portion of the surface becomes shielded from the flow when α>δ, 

there for the calculations are again divided into two parts.  The first set of equations are 

for α<δ. 

 ,

2* * (1 )
cos sin sin cos

n
b

b
n cone

rL r
rC

Sref
π α α δ δ

+
=  (0.17) 

 

 ( )2 2 2 2
,

2* * (1 )
tan 2cos sin sin cos
2

n
b

b
a cone

rL r
rC

Sref
π δ α δ α δ

+
= +  (0.18) 

 
 
The next set of equations is for α>δ where a portion of the surface is shadowed. 

 

 
1

,

2 2 2 2
2 2

2* * (1 )
tancos sin sin cos sin

2 tan

2sin cos sin cos sin sin
3sin cos

n
b

b
n cone

rL r
rC

Sref
π δα α δ δ

α

α δ δ α α δ
α δ

−

+
  = +     

 +
+ − 
 

 (0.19) 
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( )

}

2 2 2 2 1
,

2 2

2* * (1 )
tan tan2sin cos sin cos sin

2 2 tan

3sin cos sin sin

n
b

b
a cone

rL r
rC

Sref
δ π δδ α α δ

α

α δ α δ

−

+
   = + +     

+ −

(0.20) 

The moment coefficient is valid for 0< α<90o and is given by the following 

equation for Ref. 1, pp 32. 

 

 

3

, , 2 2

1
2* 1

tan 3cos
1

n

bb
m cone n cone

n

b

r
rrC C

L r
r

δ δ

     −      = − 
   
 −        

 (0.21) 

 

 

FLAT PLATE CONTROL FLAP 

 
Figure 2.8 Diagram of the flap 

 
The equations for the Cn,flap,ref and Ca,flap,ref are from Ref. 2, pp 51.  These 

equations are for a flat plate at an angle of attack.  It is important to note that the flap 

sees the flow at the angle of attack plus the angle of the flap, (α+β).  At the center of the 

plate, where the reference point is, the Cm,flap,ref is zero, see Figure 2.8 above.   
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 ( )( )2
, ,

2* *
sinflap

n flap ref

l b
C

Sref
α β= +  (0.22) 

 
 , , 0a flap refC =  (0.23) 
 
Also the equations are local to the flap and must be converted to the vehicle 

frame through a coordinate transformation.  When this transformation takes place, the 

flap will create a moment about the vehicle’s center of mass and is then computed 

about this reference point, seen in Figure 2.1, with the equations adapted from Ref. 1, 

pp 35. 

 
 , , , cosn flap n flap refC C β=  (0.24) 
 
 , , , sina flap n flap refC C β=  (0.25) 

 ( ) ( ), ,
, cos sin

2
n flap ref flap

m flap b

C l
C L lcg r zcg

L
β β

 
= − + − + 

 
 (0.26) 

 
 
 

COMPOSITE CONFIGURATION 

Now that the individual components of the normal and axial forces and 

moments have been calculated, they must all be referenced to the same coordinate 

system and reference point as Figures 2.1-2.3 show.  The normal and axial forces are 

already in the vehicle frame; only the moment for the cone needs to be moved from the 

base to the nose.   

After this transformation the coefficients can be combined correctly.  In order to 

change the reference point for the cone frustum the equation (161) from Ref. 1, pp 35 

will be applied. 

 
 

 , , , , ,m cone m cone base n cone a cone
L lcg zcgC C C C

L L
−

= − +  (0.27) 
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Now the coefficients can be totaled to get the Newtonian lift, drag, and moment 

coefficients. Cn,newt, Ca,newt, and Cm,newt are written below. 

 
 , , , , , ,n newt n cyl n sphere n wedge n cone n flapC C C C C C= + + + +  (0.28) 

 
 , , , , , ,a newt a cyl a sphere a wedge a cone a flapC C C C C C= + + + +  (0.29) 

 
 , , , , , ,m newt m cyl m sphere m wedge m cone m flapC C C C C C= + + + +  (0.30) 

 
 
 

HYPERSONIC SKIN FRICTION 

The Newtonian theory is based on pressure only and does not include the other 

effects of the flow around the vehicle.  One of those is the skin friction, which is to be 

assumed to only add to the drag of the vehicle. Reference 3, pp 32-35 gives the 

background on the equations that will be used to calculate the skin friction.   

The first step will be to locate the point of transition along the vehicle where the 

flow changes from laminar to turbulent.  This is done by finding the local edge Mach 

number by the crude method of  Me=M∞cosα and then using Ref 3, equation (72) pp 33 

to calculate the Reynolds number at that same location, Rex,t.  Ref 3, equation (71) pp 

32 is used to calculate the transition location where µ` and ρ` are the reference viscosity 

and density.  The viscosity is calculated using the Sutherland law and the density is 

calculated from the reference temperature, free stream temperature, and the free stream 

density.   

After the transition location is found, a simple if()then check calculates the skin 

friction due to laminar flow on a portion of the vehicle and the skin friction due to the 

turbulent boundary layer by using Ref. 3, equation (86) pp 35 where the Reynolds 

number is found at the end of the vehicle, at the transition point using the reference µ` 

and ρ` , and at the transition point using the free stream µ and ρ . 
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For this analysis, the flap will be included as a solid part of the vehicle and so 

the total length will be L+lflap . This hypersonic skin friction drag will then be directly 

added to the Newtonian drag. 

 
 

VISCOUS INTERACTION 

The viscous interaction becomes applicable when the free stream density becomes 

very small.  This mostly occurs at extreme high altitudes and when the vehicle is moving 

at very high velocities.  This interaction will be added to the drag of the vehicle by means 

of calculating the VI coefficient, / ReVI M∞ ∞=  and using the ratio equation from 

Reference 3, Eqn (95) pp37.  The actual drag is then found from Ref 3, Eqn (96) pp 37 

and added to the Newtonian and skin friction drag. 

 
 , , . ,D D newt D skin friction D VIC C C C= + +  (0.31) 

 

THERMODYNAMICS 

Heating is one of the main concerns for this mission.  With the vehicle’s 

velocities on the order of magnitude of a reentry , the heat load is a huge concern.  The 

heating rates will be calculated using the assumptions, that the entire nose tip is solid 

UHTC, and that the rest of the vehicle will be modeled with flat plate heating along the 

surface using SLA-16V.  Other than the stagnation point at the nose tip, there are eight 

additional points along the surface and one on the flap that will be modeled with flat 

plate heating methods.  Figure 2.9 shows the approximate locations of the thermal 

points.  
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Figure 2.9: Thermal points along wall surface. 

 
The calculations for the stagnation point heating values follow Reference 3, 

Equations (47-51) pp26-29.  The heat transfer rate is found from the free stream 

velocity, the free stream density, the specific heat of the nose material, the nose radius, 

and the temperature at the stagnation point. For the MAGAT vehicle, the nose radius is 

fraction of the base radius and is assumed to be solid. Eqn. 51 is used to calculate the 

temperature rate of change using the volume of the solid nosetip, and approximating the 

integral of the heat transfer rates at the nosetip and shoulder of the nose over the 

elemental surface area.   

After determining the stagnation point, the heat transfer rates were calculated 

for the nine additional thermal points.  Flat plate heat transfer Equation (52) pp. 28 

from Reference 3 was used for each of the points along the surface where ρ is the free 

stream density and V is the free stream velocity.  The heating parameter, C, is 

dependent on whether the flow is laminar or turbulent and the angle of attack.   

Two methods are used to evaluate the heating parameter, White’s method good 

for small angles of attack and Tauber’s method good for larger angles of attack.  Per 

Reference 3, the equation M∞sinφ<1, provides a limit when the angle of attack is small 

enough to use White’s method.  Reference 3, Equations (57-64) pp. 29-30 give White’s 

method which assumes flat plate heating at zero angles of attack.  Reference 3, 

Equations (53-56) pp. 28-29 give Tauber’s method.   
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Both methods depend on the flow conditions along the surface where x is the 

distance from the stagnation point.  The calculations are either for laminar or turbulent 

flow at each thermal point. This transition point along the surface is found from 

Reference 3, Equations(71-72) pp. 31-33. After the transition location is found the 

calculations for the heating rates can be determined at each thermal point from its flow 

condition and position downstream of the stagnation point. 

 

TRIM AND STABILITY 

The stability of the vehicle is maintained through the use of a single flap 

attached to the rear of the vehicle.  This flap is then trimmed to maintain the desired 

flight path.  For this analysis, only the pitch stability is considered.  The stability of the 

vehicle is determined by the location of the center of gravity and the controllability of 

the flap.  The pitch stability is then analyzed through the use of the AEROPROP 

Fortran code.  The code uses the Newtonian lift and drag, evaluated from the 

AERODAT code, along with a series of flap angles and angles of attack to analyze the 

stability of different center of gravity locations.  In order for the vehicle to be stable the 

moment coefficient must be zero and the slope of the moment coefficient versus the 

angle of attack must be negative.   

The trajectory of the vehicle will determine for what angles of attack the vehicle 

must have stability.   

 

 

TRADE STUDIES 

The geometric dimensions for the MAGAT vehicle were initially restricted by 

the constraint of carrying a payload the size of the Galileo spacecraft.  The team had 

further discussed separating the spacecraft’s systems into its individual components to 

allow for a less restrictive constraint on the geometric dimensions.   
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The vehicle design parameters were first optimized through an iterative process  

based only on aerodynamic performance. The AEROTEST, AEROPROP, and 

AEROTRIM Fortran programs were utilized for a range of different vehicle 

dimensions.  The vehicles are categorized into Table 2.2 below. 

 

MAGAT Vehicle Design Variations 
Vehicle rn   (m) rb   (m) L  (m) b  (m) δ  (deg) lflap  (m) 

A 0.25 1.66 10 3 8.0 0.5
B 0.01 1.66 10 3 8.0 0.5
C 0.01 0.88 12.5 5 4.0 0.3
D 0.01 0.45 12.5 5 2.0 0.3
E 0.01 0.53 15 3 2.0 1.0
F 0.01 0.53 15 3 2.0 0.5
G 0.01 0.53 15 5 2.0 1.0
H 0.01 0.71 20 3 2.0 1.0
I 0.01 0.71 20 5 2.0 1.0
J 0.01 1.41 20 5 4.0 1.0
K 0.01 0.36 10 5 2.0 0.5
L 0.01 0.36 10 5 2.0 0.3

Table 2.2:  Categorized variations for the MAGAT vehicle design parameters. 
 
The driving parameter for the MAGAT vehicle was to have a high lift to drag 

ratio while maintaining stablity.  All of the vehicles were evaluated using this as the 

main criteria for the final design.  Each parameter was varied and the performance was 

compared to that of the conceptual design.  Figure 2.10 shows a comparison of the 

inviscid lift to drag ratios for each of the potential vehicles.   
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Figure 2.10: Comparison Plot of Inviscid Lift to Drag for Various Vehicle Dimensions. 

 

The above plot shows that the conceptual design, vehicle A, achieved a lift to 

drag of less than two where as the best lift to drag was found for vehicles J and K  at a 

value exceeding six.  This large increase is most likely due to the equally large increase 

in the surface area of the vehicle.  Although, this large area also causes a greater 

increase in the drag as the vehicle reaches even slightly higher angles of attack.  Most 

likely the vehicle will need to be operating at or near its maximum lift to drag for most 

of the atmospheric portion of the flight.   

While observing the lifting capabilities of the vehicles the pitch stability was 

also analyzed for each vehicle.  The center of gravity for the vehicle was approximated 

from the distribution of mass of the conceptual design and then moved to its near 

equivalent location for the comparison vehicles.  Figures 2.11-2.16 show the trimmed 

pitch stability for several of the vehicles with their approximated center of gravity 

locations. 
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Figure 2.11: Pitch Stability plot of Vehicle A with center of mass located 5.05 meters  from 
the nosetip. 
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Figure 2.12: Pitch Stability plot of Vehicle C with center of mass located 6.11 meters from 
the nosetip. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.13: Pitch Stability plot of Vehicle C with center of mass located 7.01 meters from 

the nosetip 
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Figure 2.14: Pitch Stability plot of Vehicle J with center of mass located 8.81 meters from 

the nosetip 

 

Figure 2.14 shows that the larger vehicle has a much smaller range of angles of 

attack for stability.  Although, when compared to the conceptual design vehicle, in 

Figure 2.11, the trimmed flight stability is capable for a wider range of angles of attack.  

Overall not much is lost in terms of stability and the improvements in lift to drag ratio 

is clearly justified.   

Following the stability analysis was a more in depth look at vehicle J for a wider 

range of center of gravity locations.  Figure 2.15 shows the lift to drag ratios for various 

center of gravity locations.   
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Figure 2.15:  Trimmed Lift to Drag Ratios for various center of gravity locations for vehicle 

J. 

 
Figure 2.15 provides a range of center of gravity locations that are capable of 

producing the high lift to drag ratio while maintaining stable flight.  From the plot the 

best location for the center of gravity is between 8.5 and 9.0 meters from the nose tip. 

The vehicle is stable over the widest range of angles of attack and provides an inviscid 

lift to drag ratio between 5.5 and 5.8.  

Finally a comparison of lift to drag ratio during simulated flight conditions is 

needed to fully justify the increased size of vehicle J.  Figure 2.16 shows a contour plot 

of constant lift to drag ratios over the range of possible flight conditions during the aero 

maneuver for vehicle J.  For a comparison, Figure 2.17 shows the same contour plot for 

the conceptual design, vehicle A. 
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Figure 2.16:  Contour of constant lift to drag ratios for vehicle J. 

 

 
Figure 2.17:  Contour of constant lift to drag ratios for vehicle A. 

 
 

In both Figures 2.16-2.17, viscous effects as well as skin friction are added to 

the drag which obviously reduces the total lift to drag ratio from the previous inviscid 

case.  The idea though is how much?  Since vehicle J has roughly twice the surface area 

as the conceptual design the effects of drag are much greater on the larger vehicle. 

Although, one of the trade offs is that the overall performance is approximately double 

that of the conceptual design.  Figure 2.17 shows a best lift to drag ratio contour of only 

2.5 where as Figure 2.16 shows that vehicle J gives a best lift to drag ratio contour of 

about 3.75.  The trade off is that the larger vehicle needs to fly at a lower altitude to 

achieve its highest performance.   
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CONCLUSION 

For any hypersonic vehicle there are limitations to their performance.  One of 

those limitations is the Maximum lift to drag ratio.  Many studies have found that the 

maximum lift to drag ratio decreases as Mach number increases.  This trend has been 

generalized by Anderson as seen in Figure 2.18 and is approximated by the relationship  

 

 
 

Anderson also tabulated some empirical data for optimized hypersonic vehicle 

shapes which can be seen in Figure 2.18.  The plot shows this lift to drag ratio barrier as 

the solid line and demonstrates the limitations on hypersonic performance.   
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Figure 2.18:  Maximum lift-to-drag ratios for hypersonic vehicles and the "L/D 
barrier" [from Anderson, 2000] 

 

This limitation clearly reinforces the importance of a very highly optimized 

design to achieve the necessary lift to drag ratio required by the AGA mission.  It is 

equally important to note that the limitations on modeling the vehicle were severe enough 

that a true optimized hypersonic design could not be analyzed.  An example of an 

optimized shape with the potential of completing the mission is suggested in Figure 2.19. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.19: Optimum Mach 25 Waverider [from Bowcutt, Anderson and Capriotti, 1987] 

 

The final vehicle chosen for this analysis was there for doomed to achieving a lift 

to drag ratio that was insufficient for satisfying all the mission requirements.  The final 

trajectory conditions were nearly met with the only fault occurring in the final velocity.  

The MAGAT vehicle simply did not possess efficient enough hypersonic flight 
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characteristics to achieve the extreme lift to drag ratio requirement and allow the vehicle 

to maintain a majority of its velocity.  However, if a more sophisticated design could 

have been analyzed, as in Figure 2.19 it is nearly certain that the entire mission 

requirements could have been met.   
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   T R A J E C T O R I E S  

BEGINNING 

    A table of the given initial and final conditions of our trajectory is listed in Table 

3.1, as given by Wyatt Johnson1.  Some changes to these values are made so that they are 

more adapted to the outputs given by the main code traj.f. Table 3.2 lists these changes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 3.1  Wyatt Johnson’s given conditions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 3.2  Given Conditions adjusted for code output 

 

First, traj.f reports values of the spacecraft’s altitude above the surface of Mars 

rather than it’s radius from the center of the planet.  It will therefore be necessary to 

subtract the radius of Mars from Wyatt’s radii.  The value used in the code is 3397 km.  

This is the equatorial radius as reported on the NASA/JPL website2.  

Conditions Beginning End 

Radius (km) 7703.979 6630.875 

Latitude (deg) 5.7950 10.268 

Longitude (deg) 103.3717 262.209 

Velocity (km/s) 11.543 9.583 

Fl. Path angle (deg) -62.2136 56.746 

Flight Azimuth (deg) 277.5897 263.541 

Conditions Beginning End 

Altitude (km) 4306.979 3233.875 

Latitude (deg) same same 

Longitude (deg) same -97.791 

Velocity (km/s) same same 

Fl. Path angle (deg) same same 

Head. Angle (deg) 172.410 186.459 
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      A second change to Wyatt’s numbers is heading angle/flight azimuth.  Wyatt reports 

the flight azimuth, which is measured from North in a clockwise direction. But Vinh uses 

heading angle, which is measured from East in a counterclockwise direction3.  By 

comparing Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 the calculations to adjust flight azimuth to heading 

angle are straightforward. 

 

 
Figure 3.1  Measurement of Flight Azimuth 
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Figure 3.2 Measurement of Heading Angle 

 

The third change needed on Wyatt’s numbers is for longitude.  Wyatt reports 

longitude as positive numbers heading east.  Because the spacecraft is flying in a 

retrograde trajectory around Mars, the longitude output from traj.f turns negative once the 

spacecraft hit 0° and continue west.  The simple adjustment, therefore, is to subtract 360° 

off of the final longitude (which is greater than 180°) in order to get the corresponding 

negative value for the final position.  An adjustment to the initial longitude is not needed. 

 

      The main code being used to run the trajectory calculations is traj.f.  Traj.f 

computes various values that describe the trajectory path of the spacecraft for each time 

step.  These values include velocity (both inertial, Vi, and with respect to a rotating Mars, 

Ve), flight path angle (γ), heading angle (ψ), radius of the s/c from the center of Mars (r), 

longitude (θ), latitude (φ), and mass of the vehicle (m).  Together these seven values 

make up a vector that gets passed to other subroutines and will hereon in be referred to as 

the y() vector. 

       Before any further description of traj.f is made, it is important to point out that 

two different frames of reference are being used over the course of the trajectory 
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calculations.  Vinh’s equations3 are in the frame of reference that rotates with the planet; 

Wyatt’s specifications1 are in an inertial frame, so a conversion from one frame to 

another is needed.  The conversion equations are provided in the Methods handout4.  This 

conversion requires the assumption of small flight path angles (this analysis assumes 

small is approximately 10° or less).  The flight path angle of the spacecraft in its inbound 

trajectory does not reach small values until about the time when it enters the atmosphere 

(at an altitude of 100 km), at which time γ is approximately 11°  (Similar small values of 

flight path angle are maintained throughout the flight in the atmosphere…see trade 

studies).  Therefore, during flight outside of the atmosphere the inertial frame is used, and 

the rotation of Mars (ω) is set to zero for Vinh’s equations.  While inside the atmosphere 

the Mars-rotating frame is used, and ω is set to its non-zero value.  The rotation of Mars 

is turned on when the spacecraft is inbound and 10% above the edge of the atmosphere 

and turned off when the spacecraft is outbound and 5% above the edge of the atmosphere. 

      As a consequence of the changes between inertial to Mars-rotating frames, some 

values must be adjusted accordingly.  Longitude is one of the y() vector values calculated 

in trajsub.f.  But when in the inertial frame, longitude only changes due to the velocity of 

the spacecraft and is not adjusted due to the rotation of Mars.  To correct this issue the 

following adjustment is made to longitude when in the inertial frame: 

 

( ) ( )5 5y y tω= +            Eq. 3.1 

 

where y (5) denotes that longitude is the 5th element in the y() vector, t is the current time 

(in seconds), and ω is the rotation of Mars (rad/sec).  No adjustment to longitude is 

needed when in the Mars-rotating frame because by definition, ω is non-zero.   

      Another y () vector value that needs adjustment is heading angle.  When in the 

inertial frame, y (3) is the inertial heading angle associated with Vi.  When in the Mars-

rotating frame y (3) is associated with the Mars-rotating frame velocity, Ve.  We are 

interested in the inertial heading angle in the code output, so the following adjustment is 

made to the calculation of the inertial heading angle when in the rotating frame: 

 

360iψ φ= °−            Eq. 3.2 
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where ψi is the inertial heading angle calculated from equations in the Methods report4.  

The reason for subtracting from 360° is illustrated in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 by a comparison 

of the two cases of retrograde motion: when inertial heading angle is less than 180° 

(Figure 3.3), and when it is greater than 180° (Figure 3.4).  It can be seen that when ψi is 

greater than 180° it is no longer the same angle that is used in the velocity triangle. 

 

 
Figure 3.3  Velocity triangle for retrograde motion (psi less than 180°) 

 

 
Figure 3.4  Velocity triangle for retrograde motion (psi greater than 180°) 
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      In traj.f, first the vehicle parameters are set.  Then the initial values of the y () 

vector are set.  In particular, Vi is input into the code and then converted to Ve using the 

aforementioned conversion equations from the Methods handout4.  Then the main loop 

begins.  For each time step, the subroutine getAOA.f is first called (see the control law 

section below for details on how this subroutine work) and returns the angle of attack of 

the spacecraft.  Next aerotrim1.f is called to calculate aerodynamic parameters, including 

Cl and Cd (see the aerothermodynamcs for more details on this subroutine).  Then the 

subroutine trajsub.f calculates new values of the y () vector with Vinh’s equations3.  

Finally, using various values from the new y () vector, Vi, and ψ (inertial frame) are 

calculated. 

 

METHODS 

      In order to navigate through the atmosphere and arrive anywhere near the final 

desired position with the desired velocity and various angles, it is necessary to implement 

a controller to adjust the angle of attack of the vehicle. 

The code getAOA.f implements the controller.  This controller uses a 

combination of proportional, derivative, and integral control.  The basic equations that 

govern these types of control are as follows: 

 

p d iaoa k error k dError k kError= + +                    Eq 3.3 

 

error currAlt controlAlt= −                    Eq. 3.4 

 

dError error prevError= −                    Eq. 3.5 
 

aoa is the angle of attack of the vehicle.  ‘error’ is the difference between the altitude the 

vehicle is currently at, ‘currAlt’, and the altitude that the controller is trying to set it to, 

‘controlAlt’. ‘dEerror’ is difference between the error of the current time step and the 

error in the previous time step.  By trial and error, the gain values of kp, kd, and ki were 
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determined so that any huge oscillations in angle of attack were eliminated. These gain 

values are listed in Table 3.3 

 

kp kd ki 

9.0909E-5 0.20 4.444E-4 

Table 3.3 Gain values for the controller 
 

      In order to determine the desired altitude of the vehicle, the time in the 

atmosphere is divided up into five different sections, where only the current section 

dictates the control scheme (controlAlt).    The control scheme moves from one section to 

the next when certain conditions on that section are met. The first two sections are 

dictated by the current altitude of the vehicle. They occur during the descent of the 

vehicle to prevent it from flying below the minimum allowed altitude of 20 km while at 

the same time allowing the flexibility to model both shallow and steep descents (or a 

combination) for trades studies.  The final three sections of the atmospheric flight regime 

are dictated by the current longitude of the vehicle.  These three sections occur after the 

vehicle has hit its minimum altitude and are used to control the ascent of the vehicle.  The 

purpose of these three sections in general is to keep the vehicle in the atmosphere longer, 

as it has been discovered over the course of the trajectory design that the hardest final 

condition to achieve is the final longitude (without control the vehicle falls very short of 

the intended  -97°).  The height or longitude that dictates when the control scheme moves 

to the next section is changed during trade studies. There is nothing special about any of 

these locations.   

      When the control scheme moves to a new section, the slope of the desired path for 

that section is set (the desired trajectory is modeled as a chain of straight lines, each with 

a different slope).  Again, there is nothing special about this slope; it is altered during 

trade studies until a value that gives desired results is found.  The height and longitude of 

this point are set.  For instance, when moving from section 1 to section 2, the current 

height has been dictated by the condition on section 2 (i.e. the control scheme would not 

have moved from section 1 to section 2 unless this height had been reached by the 

vehicle), and the longitude is set to whatever longitude the vehicle is at currently.  For the 
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remainder of this section, the control altitude at each time step is calculated using the 

following equation: 

 

( )controlAlt slope longDeg long height= − +                 Eq. 3.6 

 

‘slope’ is the slope set at the beginning of the section, ‘longDeg’ is the current longitude 

of the vehicle, ‘long’ is the longitude of the vehicle at the beginning of the current 

section, and ‘height’ is the altitude of the vehicle at the beginning of the current section.  

Figure 3.5 illustrates the derivation of this equation.  Equation 3.6 is simply a 

rearrangement of the equation for the slop of a line.  The slope of a line can be calculated 

by taking the change in height divided by the change in length.  The beginning of the line 

is described by the conditions of the vehicle at the time it entered the current section 

(‘height’ and ‘long’) and remains constant.  The end of the line is described by the 

current conditions of the vehicle (‘controlAlt’ and ‘longDeg’). 

 

 
Figure 3.5  Slope of line segment derivation 
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In addition to the equations used above, there are other values and limitations to 

note.  The starting height on Section 1 is set to 90 km altitude. This value was found by 

trial and error to be about the limit where some small amount of control is achieved.  The 

starting longitude of course corresponds to this altitude.   

The aerodynamic model being employed does not allow for negative angles of 

attack.  Therefore, whenever the angle of attack is less than zero, the bank angle is 

change by 180° and the angle of attack is set to its positive counterpart. The lifting effect 

on a vehicle with no bank angle and a negative angle of attack is the same as that on a 

vehicle flipped by 180° with a positive angle of attack (provided the magnitude of both 

angles is the same).  This would imply that no actual banking of the vehicle takes place.  

However, during trade studies it was discovered that bank angle actually improved some 

aspects of performance (see trade studies below).  The code that sets the bank angle based 

on the value of angle of attack is in the main code, traj.f rather than the controller 

subroutine getAOAf.   

      For each section of the atmospheric flight regime, limits are placed on the 

maximum angle of attack allowed to be used.  This is to prevent the controller from 

sending the vehicle into large oscillatory motions which tend to take away more velocity.  

Particularly in sections 1 through 2, the limits also serve to avoid the vehicle pulling 

down towards the planet to quickly (it was found that banking the vehicle to 180° during 

descent was more desirable than bringing it in with no bank angle).   

      A modification to the angle of attack is sometimes needed after it is passed into 

aerotrim.f and aerodynamic parameters are returned.  If the particular angle of attack 

returned by getAOA.f is not trimmable, the code will search for a trimmable angle of 

attack as close to the untrimmable angle as can be found.  If the change in the angle is 

greater than 0.25°, the code will stop running with the error message that the vehicle is 

unstable, due to the large jump in angle of attack that would be required if this modified 

angle of attack were used.  This piece of code is also located in the main code traj.f 
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TRADE STUDIES 

     The vehicle designs that were run in trade studies were provided by structures, 

systems, and aerothermodynamics.  Table 3.3 provides the vehicle shape parameters that 

were kept constant during the trade studies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 3.3  Constant vehicle shape parameters 

 

Table 3.4 describes the four vehicle designs that were optimized in trades studies. 

 

 

 

Table 3.4  Variable vehicle shape parameters 
 

      As mentioned earlier in the control law section, each vehicle’s trajectory is 

optimized by varying the values of height/longitude, slope, and max angle of attack for 

each section of the atmospheric flight.  Although these values must be varied until the 

final desired conditions are achieved (or are as close as they can be) there is some pattern 

to choosing the numbers.  For instance, if the minimum altitude of the vehicle is below 

the given 20 km, the altitude that initializes the control scheme moving to section 2 can 

Parameter Value 

Flap chord (m) 1.00 

Vertical cg location (m) 0.00 

Nose radius (m) 0.01 

Design Length (m) Half angle (deg) Base (m) Mass (kg) Cg location (m) 

1 10 8 3 3606.20 4.86 

2 20 4 3 4579.16 8.31 

3 20 2 3 3627.75 8.58 

4 20 2 5 4085.98 8.45 
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be increased so that it changes slope earlier and allows more time to shallow out the path.  

Similarly, the slope of section 2 can be decreased so that the vehicle is not approaching at 

such a steep incline.  During the ascent, if the final longitude at the desired altitude is too 

small (i.e the vehicle has not traveled far enough around the planet) the slope of any of 

the final three sections of the atmospheric flight can be decreased so that the vehicle 

ascends out of the atmosphere more slowly, and thus travels farther in terms of longitude 

before starting a steeper ascent. 

      Out of the four vehicle designs run in trade studies, Design 3 had the best 

performance characteristics.  Table 3.5 summarizes the expected and actual final 

conditions.  Because the code outputs data based on time step, it may not be possible to 

find a time step that corresponds with the exact final desired altitude.  The actual altitude 

in Table 3.5 is the closest value that could be found, and all other actual values 

correspond to this time step. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 3.5  Expected and Actual end conditions for Design 3 

 

Originally, bank angle was kept at either 0°or 180° for the duration of the 

trajectory (basically no banking of the vehicle occurred).  However, when Design 3 was 

optimized this way, latitude was at about -7°.  By experimenting with bank angle, it was 

discovered that a bank angle of 18.75° increased the latitude up to about 10° with only 

minimal impact on the rest of the conditions (for instance, velocity only decreased by 

Conditions Expected Actual 

Altitude (km) 3233.875 3232.827 

Latitude (deg) 10.268 9.999 

Longitude (deg) -97.791 -96.756 

Velocity (km/s) 9.583 8.139 

Fl. Path angle (deg) 56.746 55.667 

Head. Angle (deg) 186.459 187.777 
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about 1 meter/sec).   With the exception of velocity, all conditions are within a few 

percent of their expected values.  If a delta v maneuver were to be implemented, it could 

correct the discrepancies in velocity, flight path angle, and heading angle.  Figure 3.6 

shows the altitude plotted against longitude of Design 3.  Figure 3.7 shows a three-

dimensional plot of latitude versus longitude versus altitude to give a rough idea of the 

path the vehicle follows.   

 

 
Figure 3.6  Altitude vs. Longitude, Design 3 
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Figure 3.7  Three-Dimensional view of the trajectory of Design 3 

 

 

Figure 3.8 shows the angle of attack of the vehicle while in the atmosphere.  Although 

there are many fluctuations, they are not extreme enough or frequent enough to cause the 

flap to fail. 
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Figure 3.8  Angle of attack vs. time, Design 3 

 

     The final conditions for the other three vehicle designs are show in Tables 3.6 – 3.8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 3.6   Expected and Actual end conditions for Design 1 

 

Conditions Expected Actual 

Altitude (km) 3233.875 3232.808 

Latitude (deg) 10.268 9.515 

Longitude (deg) -97.791 -81.696 

Velocity (km/s) 9.583 5.133 

Fl. Path angle (deg) 56.746 51.260 

Head. Angle (deg) 186.459 188.489 

Conditions Expected Actual 

Altitude (km) 3233.875 3232.206 

Latitude (deg) 10.268 9.935 

Longitude (deg) -97.791 -96.591 
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Table 3.7   Expected and Actual end conditions for Design 2 

 

 

 

Conditions Expected Actual 

Altitude (km) 3233.875 3231.782 

Latitude (deg) 10.268 10.216 

Longitude (deg) -97.791 -93.834 

Velocity (km/s) 9.583 8.016 

Fl. Path angle (deg) 56.746 55.564 

Head. Angle (deg) 186.459 187.719 

Table 3.8   Expected and Actual end conditions for Design 4 
 

It is no surprise that the end conditions for Design 4 are similar to those for 

Design 3.  The only difference to the shape of Design 4 was an increase of the base of the 

vehicle by 2 meters, which only shifted the cg location forward by about 0.1 meter and 

increased the mass by about 400 kg.  The final velocity for Design 4 is about 0.1 km/s 

less than Design 3.  That fact, in addition to the increased mass of the vehicle (Design 4) 

shows why Design 3 is preferable.  

      The shape difference between Design 2 and 3 is the doubling of the half angle.  

This gives a mass almost 1000 kg higher and shifts the cg forward about 0.25 meters.  

The effect is a final velocity that is about 1k/s less than Design 3.  The other parameters 

are beginning to drift from the expected values. 

Velocity (km/s) 9.583 7.299 

Fl. Path angle (deg) 56.746 54.934 

Head. Angle (deg) 186.459 188.027 
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      With half the length of the other designs and twice the half angle of Design 2, 

Design 1 is comparable in mass but it creates such drag that the best velocity this vehicle 

can achieve is about 3 km/s less than Design 3.  The final longitude also dropped by 

about 16°.  Clearly this shorter and wider vehicle will not be able to meet the mission 

requirements, and it drives the design towards the longer and thinner vehicle of Design 3.       

     As a summary comparison of all four Designs, Figure 3.9 shows inertial velocity 

against time for each vehicle design. 

 

 
Figure 3.9  Inertial velocity vs. time for all four designs 
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T H E R M A L  P R O T E C T I O N  

S Y S T E M  

INTRODUCTION: 

Successfully entering an extraterrestrial atmosphere at interplanetary speeds 

presents a significant engineering challenge that involves control, aero, structure, and 

trajectory design. An additional design challenge involves protecting a craft from the heat 

generated during entry. Without protection, a spacecraft will fail as its structure is 

exposed to the high temperatures generated by friction with the atmosphere.  

A spectacular, although morbid example involves the Columbia tragedy that 

occurred on February 1st, 2003. The thermal tiles that protect the space shuttle were 

damaged during launch, creating a hole where hot plasma could penetrate and react with 

the shuttle’s structure. This led to a structural failure, and ultimately the breakup of the 

entire shuttle during re-entry. Clearly a space vehicle’s structure must be protected during 

atmospheric entry with a thermal protection system (TPS). 

In order to design a TPS there must be a way of modeling the heat flux involved 

in entry. This is accomplished via Sandia’s SODDIT one-dimensional heat flux and 

thermal ablation code. Given a heat flux and a TPS composition, SODDIT will calculate a 

temperature history along the depth of the TPS. Using temperature limits provided from 

the materials used for the structure of the spacecraft, a TPS can be designed to prevent 

the structure from overheating. 

 

 

SODDIT: 

 SODDIT was originally developed in 1972 to calculate the ablation of 

graphite/carbon bodies entering the atmosphere. Further coding allowed SODDIT to 
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solve the inverse heat conduction problem, and time integrated heat flux problems.1 

SODDIT operates by solving the generalized equation heat conduction equation 

 

1( ) ( ) ( )p
T TC T k T A Q T
t A x x

ρ ∂ ∂ ∂ = + ∂ ∂ ∂ 
&

 

Equation 1: Heat Conduction Problem 

 

which can be interpreted with the following figure. 

 
Figure 4.1: SODDIT Equation Visualization 

 
 The heating data obtained from an iteration between the aero-thermal code and 

SODDIT generates a time history of heat flux ( ( )Q t& ). Using this methodology the heating 

input can be analyzed directly in SODDIT by setting Ch = 0, aw = 1.0, and ew = 0 3. Ch is 

the conductivity, aw the absortivity, and ew the emissitivity of the material on the outer 

surface of the TPS. This methodology was utilized in all TPS analyses.  

 SODDIT can also analyze heat flux problems involving ablation. Ablation is the 

vaporization of a material exposed to heat. When used properly, ablation can be useful in 

the design of a TPS. The vaporization of an ablator is an endothermic reaction, i.e. it 

needs energy input to proceed. A proper ablator will absorb the heat flux incident to its 

 
TPS Material #1 

TPS Material #2 
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Convection 
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ChA(ir-iwall) (Type 1) 
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surface and vaporize at a rate proportional to the magnitude of the heat flux. The heat is 

carried away with the vaporized material, increasing the effectiveness of the TPS. The 

vaporization leads to a “thinning” of the ablator and an upper limit on the amount of heat 

it can absorb. SODDIT will model the ablation process, and it ends a simulation when the 

ablator has reached a user specified percentage of its original thickness. 

 

 

USING SODDIT: 

 SODDIT is a file driven program. The user must successfully generate a .inp file 

that has all the information SODDIT uses to perform its analysis. 10 “blocks” of data 

must be properly formatted and present in the file. A breakdown is presented below. 

 

Block Data Type 

1 Control Flags 

2 Title or heading characters 

3 Print intervals, print times for results 

4 General problem constraints 

5 Material property data 

6 Initial temp. distribution, node and element data 

7 Boundary condition for front face 

8 Boundary condition for back face 

9 Enthalpy of boundary layer gas 

10 Energy generation rate constants 

                  Table 4.1: SODDIT Input Data 
 

Block 1 is a vector of control flags. For the know heat flux/ablation problem the 

following flags are set. 
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Flag Value and Purpose 

4 0  No Ablation, 3  Ablation 

5 1  Output .plt file for supplementary data 

16 1  Use SI Units for problem 

      Table 4.2: Block 1 Control Flags 
 

Block 2 is simply a header that is printed repeatedly in the _plt file generated by 

SODDIT. Block 3 specifies the print intervals and maximum print time for the _plt file. 

Block 4 contains the general problem constraints, including minimum and maximum 

computational time steps, the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and the percentage of the 

ablator allowed to ablate before ending the simulation. Block 5 contains the material 

property data for each layer of the TPS. The material data utilized were found from either 

the TPSX website4 or the Thermal Protection Materials5 manual provided by S.P. 

Schneider.  

 Block 6 contains the node and element data of the TPS. An initial temperature 

distribution of 200O K was assumed to be constant through the TPS. As the MAGAT 

vehicle will be in deep space for several months before its encounter with Mars, this 

assumption is reasonable. Assuming a constant temperature distribution allows SODDIT 

to initialize the problem geometry itself. Thus the only inputs required are the thickness 

of each TPS layer, and the number of nodes present. 

Block 7 is composed of the time history of the heating used in the problem. As 

mentioned before, the only input required for the MAGAT analysis is the heat flux as a 

function of time ( ( )Q t& ). Block 8 is the inner wall boundary condition. To produce a more 

conservative analysis a perfectly insulated inner wall boundary condition is generated. 

Although this assumption may not reflect physical reality (heat WILL conduct from the 

TPS to the underlying structure), modeling the interaction between the TPS and the 

structure is beyond the scope of this analysis and the SODDIT code. Finally blocks 9 and 

10 are not required in this analysis, and are left out of the _inp file. 
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USING MATLAB & SODDIT: 

 The .inp file required by SODDIT is prohibitively large to generate by hand for 

every analysis desired, therefore MATLAB was used to dynamically generate the .inp file 

to run SODDIT.  The heart of this file generation is mysoddit.m. mysoddit.m generates the 

.inp file, executes SODDIT, and returns pertinent data. mysoddit.m calls subroutines from 

write_block_1.m to write_block_8.m to actually write the block data to the .inp file. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.2: SODDIT/MATLAB Program Flow Control 

 

 Figure 4.2 is a visualization of the program data flow. After the generation of the 

.inp file, SODDIT is executed via a BSH script. The data returned from SODDIT, in the 

form of the _plt.txt file, is parsed via the get_plt_data.m function. The temperature 

history, thickness history (in the case of an ablator), and the maximum time is returned to 

mysoddit.m, which then further filters the data for the desired values of maximum inner 

wall temperature and maximum simulation time. 

 Before mysoddit.m is called, the user must first define a TPS by creating a 

structure in MATLAB, with the following syntax. 

 

Soddit_between.m

Temp History 
Thickness History 
Maximum Time 

Soddit_control.m 

Mysoddit.m

Get_plt_data.m 

SODDIT

Material Data 
Sweep of scale

.qw file 

.inp File_plt.txt 

Material Data 
Single value of scale 

.qw file 
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Figure 4.3: Example TPS Syntax 

 

The structure defines each material present in the TPS. Name is the filename of 

the material (the files referenced by name should be able to be copied and pasted directly 

into the .inp file), thickness indicates the layer thickness in meters, nodes is the number of 

nodes SODDIT should generate for the layer, ablator if a flag indicating if the layer is an 

ablator, and mult is a factor by which the layer should be scaled.  

 It would be conducive to the analysis to easy be able to change the thickness of 

the TPS. With this in mind a scaling regime was created that obeys the following 

relationship. 

 

0 0 * *j j j jt t t mult scale= + . 

       Equation 4.2: Scaling Regime 

 

Equation 4.2 is the scaling regime, in which t0 and mult are the values defined in 

the material structure, and scale is a value passed to mysoddit.m. During each execution 

of mysoddit.m the thickness for each jth layer actually passed to SODDIT would be tj in 

Equation 2. Also t0j is the thickness defined in the material structure, where multj is 

defined also. Finally scale is a single value passed to mysoddit.m to scale the material by. 

Currently multj is used only as a flag (i.e. taking values of 0 or 1 only) to indicate if the jth 

material should be scaled or not, but a more complicated scaling regime could be 

implemented by allowing the variable to take on non integer values. 

 The output of mysoddit.m consists of the maximum temperature of the inner wall 

of the TPS and the maximum time reached in the simulation. Additional information is 

available by inspecting the output files created by SODDIT after each execution of 

mysoddit.m. The maximum time value is significant because its value should be equal to 

the maximum time of the .qw ( ( )Q t& ) file generated by the aero thermal code. If this is not 

number_of_materials = 3; 

materials(1) = struct('name','SLA-561V.m',      'thickness',.04,'nodes',15,'ablator',1,'mult',1); 

materials(2) = struct('name','AETB.m',     'thickness',.01,'nodes',15,'ablator',0,'mult',1); 

materials(3) = struct('name','Graphite-Non.m', 'thickness',.01,'nodes',15,'ablator',0,'mult',0); 
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the case, it indicates that the TPS ablated away before the end of the simulation, which is 

not desired. The user is cautioned to only use data from which the entire simulation time 

has been completed. 

 

 

TPS METHODOLOGY: 

 The purpose of the TPS is to maintain a temperature boundary condition on its 

inner surface. The boundary condition for the MAGAT vehicle is 4000 F, or 477.590 K.6 

This boundary condition was dictated by the maximum temperature under load of the 

graphite-epoxy composite used for the aeroshell. Ideally this should be achieved with a 

minimum weight solution. Minimum weight is desirable because of the costs associated 

with launching material into space (the oft quoted $10K/lb), the fact that a lighter vehicle 

leads to more control authority, and the less mass of the mass budget attributed to the 

TPS allows more useful mass (scientific instruments) to be incorporated into the vehicle. 

The ( )Q t& varies over the surface of the vehicle, and thusly the TPS composition 

and thickness should also. In the shadowed areas of the craft a single layer of insulation 

should suffice. However on the windward surfaces, an ablative TPS would most likely 

provide the least weight design. Finally, to achieve the desired L/D ratio of 5 the nose 

radius of the MAGAT vehicle will be small (on the order of 1 cm diameter). The only 

materials designed to survive the heat loading on the nose of the MAGAT vehicle will be 

ultra high temperature ceramics (UTHC). Note a thorough analysis of the UHTC nose 

will not be able to be performed. UTHC operate by conducting heat away from the 

material and spreading it to the rest of the spacecraft. To model this, a geometrical mesh 

of the vehicles nose structure and the vehicle immediately aft the nose would be required 

and high resolution heating data also be available. This cannot be modeled appropriately 

with SODDIT or the lump sum heating method available in the aero-thermal code. The 

lump sum method provides the best approximation, and is the method used for this 

analysis. For the rest of the spacecraft the TPS composition will be analyzed, and a 

thickness will be calculated to meet the inner wall temperature boundary condition. 
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TREND CHECK & TEST CASE: 

 SODDIT has proven to be a useful tool to analyze heat flux for previous semesters 

of AAE450. Most notably D. Landau used SODDIT to design the TPS for a Mars aero 

capture vehicle.7 D Landau’s analysis included a graphite ablator. However his ablative 

TPS design never reached the temperature of ablation, making his analysis a plain one-

dimensional heat flux problem. Thus SODDIT has been validated for one-dimensional 

heat flux analysis (which will not be repeated in this report), but not ablation analysis. 

 To check the ablation analysis two ablating TPSs of equal depth will be exposed 

to the same heat flux. The ablators will have different physical attributes (most notably 

heat of formation and thermal conductivity) which will affect their performance. 

Ultimately the results from SODDIT will need to match the trends expected from a 

physical interpretation. 

 The two TPS configurations are shown below, and Table 4.3 lists important 

physical characteristics. 

 

Figure 4.4: TPS Comparison 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 cm Teflon

2 cm AETB

1 cm 
Graphite-Epoxy

5 cm SLA-561V

2 cm AETB 

1 cm 
Graphite-Epoxy
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Physical Characteristic Teflon SLA-561V 

Ablation Temp (0K) 822 588 

Heat of Formation (J/kg) 2.19e6 5.41e7 

Conductivity (W/(m0K)) ≈3 ≈ .2 

Table 4.3: Physical Constants of Ablators8
 

 

 Several trends should be observable in the SODDIT data. The most obvious is that 

the SLA-561V ablator should begin ablating at a lower temperature than the Teflon. 

Second the heat of formation of SLA-561V is an order of magnitude greater than the 

Teflon. From this one could conclude that the SLA-561V will ablate LESS material away 

than the Teflon. Finally note that the SLA-561V has a thermal conductivity an order of 

magnitude less than the Teflon, this will result in less heat being conducted into the 

second AETB layer of the TPS. 
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Figure 4.5: Temperature History Comparison 

 

 
Figure 4.6: Ablation Depth Comparison 

  

 In Figure 4.5 note the difference in the outer wall temperatures and the fact that 

they correspond with each respective temperature of ablation. Also note that the 

temperature at the ablator-AETB boundary is much higher with the Teflon ablator than 

that of the SLA-561V ablator. Finally notice that the Teflon ablator ablates two times the 

amount of material that the SLA-561V ablates. The results from SODDIT match the 

expected results from a physical interpretation. 

 After validating the code, a test case (using the SLA-561V ablator) was run to 

minimize the thickness of the TPS to meet the 4770
 K inner wall boundary condition. The 

initial TPS is shown below. 
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Figure 4.7: TPS Test Case 

 

 The scale variable was swept from a value of -.5 to .5. Each material in the TPS 

had a mult variable as seen in Figure 4.2. The maximum temperature of the inner surface 

was recorded for each iteration and the result is shown below. 

 

 
Figure 4.8: TPS Thickness Minimization Test Case 

 The desired value of scale is the value that fulfills the mission duration (600 s) 

and produces a temperature less than or equal to 4770 K. In this example the temperature 

never exceeded 3150 K, so the minimum value of scale is the value that fulfills the 

mission duration, that is scale = -.42. Using Equation 4.2 the final TPS distribution is as 

follows: 

4 cm SLA-561V

1 cm AETB

1 cm 
Graphite-Epoxy
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Figure 4.9: Minimized TPS Thickness 

 

 The original TPS has an areal density of 37.83 kg/m2, whereas the minimized TPS 

has a density of 29.2 kg/m2. This is a weight savings of 23% over the reference design. 

To achieve even more mass savings further optimizations could include further reducing 

the thickness of the AETB or graphite-epoxy layers. 

 

 

MATERIAL SELECTION: 

 With the wealth of material data available for the TPS design a significant 

challenge was simply narrowing the number of prospective materials to a reasonable 

number. To facilitate this process, a survey of past missions and the materials used for 

their respective TPS was undertaken. Due to the fact that the MAGAT vehicle will be 

traveling to Mars, of a particular interest were the TPS materials used in past Mars’ 

missions. 

 This search was primarily undertaken via the Internet, largely due to the large 

amounts of mission information made available by NASA to the public via the World 

Wide Web. Early in the search, one material seemed to be a constant in every Mars 

mission. This material was the SLA-561V ablator. 

 SLA-561V was developed by Lockheed Martin for the Viking missions of the 

1970’s. SLA-561V is a low density, low conductivity ablative material with a high heat 

of formation. It is made of elastomeric silicone with corkwood filler. Due to its superior 

properties, SLA-561V is still in use today. SLA-561V is found on the nose of the Space 

Shuttle external fuel tank, underneath the foam insulation. Additionally the several recent 

2.32 cm SLA-561V

.58 cm AETB

1 cm 
Graphite-Epoxy
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Mars missions that include atmospheric entry use SLA-561V for their heat-shields. These 

missions include the successful Pathfinder mission of 1999, the very unsuccessful Mars 

Polar Lander mission of the same year, and the Mars Exploration Rover mission which is 

scheduled to land on Mars in January 2004. Also SLA-561V has been chosen as the TPS 

material for the sample return vehicle of the Stardust mission, which is currently en route 

to its rendezvous with the comet Wild 2 in January 2004. With the proven use of SLA-

561V as an ablative TPS material, and its proven use in a plethora of missions, SLA-

561V was chosen to be the primary TPS material used on the MAGAT spacecraft. 

 

 

TRADE STUDIES: 

 Three trade studies were performed with the validated SODDIT/MATLAB code 

package. These trade studies involved the comparison of the SLA-561V ablator with a 

non-ablative TPS, and an ablator with different physical properties. The non-ablative TPS 

material chosen was AETB. AETB was chosen because of its proven use on the space 

shuttle as a material able to provide protection from long duration entries with high heat 

flux. The alternate ablative material chosen as a comparison was Avcoat-5026 H/CG. 

Avcoat was developed for and used by the Apollo program for the heat shield of the 

Apollo capsules. 
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        Figure 4.10: Trade Study TPS Materials 

 AETB SLA-561V Avcoat 
Cp (J*K*kg^-1) 1.1858E+03 1.1723E+03 2.4074E+03 

Conductivity (W*(K*m)^-1) 2.1100E-01 1.1963E-01 2.4230E-01 
Heat of Ablation (W/kg) Not applicable 5.4100E+07 2.3800E+07 

Ablation Temp (K) Not applicable 5.8800E+02 7.5200E+02 
Density (kg*m^-3) 1.2815E+02 4.8000E+02 5.2860E+02 
         Table 4.4: Trade Study Materials & Physical Characteristics 

 

 The trade study involved exposing all three materials to the same heat flux 

[Figure 4.A2], and minimizing the TPS thickness to meet the 4770 K inner wall boundary 

condition.  After minimizing the thickness for each material, error checking was 

performed to ensure the numerical simulation was valid. In the trade study involving 

AETB, this involved checking that in no point during the simulation was the maximum 

allowable temperature of AETB (1699.85 
OK) exceeded. For the two ablators, an 

alternative check was necessary. If at any time the temperature within the ablative TPS 

(as in, not at the outer surface) exceeds the ablation temperature of the material, SODDIT 

automatically ends the simulation at that point. This will result in a maximum time value 

that does not match the duration of the heating file. 

 The point of TPS design is to provide a minimum weight solution that will meet 

the boundary condition dictated by the material used for the aeroshell. Cost, ease of 

production, ability to withstand dynamic loads, stability during long mission durations, 

and even re-use were not parameters relevant to this analysis, but would be issues in the 

design of an actual aero gravity assist spacecraft. Additionally note that this trade study 

ignores heat flux associated with the stagnation point, as the UTHC nose will be analyzed 

using the lump-sum method in the aero-thermal code, and does not change in the trade 

AETB Avcoat SLA-561V
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study. As this trade study is a dry run for the final TPS design, the TPS thickness will be 

calculated for the entire windward surface of the MAGAT vehicle, not a single heating 

point as done in the code validation analysis.  

 For the trade studies the TPS design has been simplified considerably. In Figure 8 

note that the inner wall temperature never exceeds the 477O K boundary condition, due to 

the AETB insulation layer. Therefore the AETB insulation layer has been deemed 

unnecessary, and removed. In practice ablative TPS aeroshells are composed of a 

structural honeycomb to provide shear strength and structural robustness, then filled in 

(and over) with the ablating material to provide the thermal protection desired. This 

cannot be modeled with SODDIT, and thus has been ignored. Also the resultant density 

increase from the structural component of the TPS is left for a more detailed analysis. 

Due to these simplifications, the graphite-epoxy layer, which originally represented the 

structural component of the TPS, has also been excluded from any further investigations. 

Thus the resulting trade studies will be performed on a single layer of each respective 

TPS material. 

 

 
Figure 4.11: Aeroheating Data Points  

 

 Figure 4.9 gives a graphic representation of the points on the vehicle where the 

heating rates were obtained. Note the emphasis on obtaining the heating rates nearest the 

stagnation point. A plot of the heating rates can be found in Figure 4.A2 in the TPS 

section of the Appendix.  
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AETB was the first TPS material analyzed, and the resulting inner wall 

temperatures are shown below. 

 

 
Figure 4.12: AETB Inner Wall Temperatures 

 

 The TPS thickness is chosen by its intersection with the 477O K boundary 

condition. Observing Figure 4.10, the AETB thicknesses range from 4.6 cm at the flap to 

almost 9 cm near the stagnation point. Exact thicknesses will be presented later. 

 The next material analyzed was the Avcoat ablator. After running, the validity 

check involving the time of simulation must first be performed. 
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       Figure 4.13: Avcoat Time of Simulation 

 

After performing the check, the valid range of thicknesses lies in between .6 cm 

and 3.6 cm for the Avcoat ablator.  

 
       Figure 4.14: Avcoat Inner Wall Temperatures 

 
 Figure 4.14 shows the inner wall temperatures, and their intersection with the 

boundary condition. Knowing that the temperature values beyond 3.6 are invalid allows 

to 2nd intersection with the boundary condition for the 2nd heating point be ignored. 
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 The final TPS material studied was the SLA-561V ablator. 

 
       Figure 4.15: SLA-561V Time of Simulation 

 

 The SLA-561V thicknesses that are valid lie above 3.8 cm. 

 
      Figure 4.16: SLA-561V Inner Wall Temperatures 

 
 Figure 4.16 displays the inner wall temperature at the end of the simulation for 

each heating point. In comparison to Figure 4.14, note the intersections are approximately 

.2 cm less than that of the Avcoat ablator. 
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 After running each case to obtain a rough estimate of the intersection, a more 

accurate measurement of the TPS thickness was made via the MATLAB function 

fminsearch. The following graph shows the resulting thickness. 

 
Figure 4.17: Trade Study TPS Thicknesses (cm) 

 

Material #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 
AETB 8.9488 7.9342 6.8844 6.1881 5.6858 5.301 4.9946 4.7427 4.532 

SLA-561V 0.8319 0.7481 0.7115 0.6919 0.6794 0.669 0.6622 0.6563 0.6512
Avcoat 1.0367 0.9334 0.8855 0.8579 0.839 0.824 0.8122 0.8021 0.7927

Table 4.5: Trade Study TPS Thicknesses (cm) 
 

 The most notable disparity is the thickness difference between the non-ablative 

material and the ablative material. Ablators work by utilizing the heat incident to the 

surface to force an endothermic reaction in the ablative material (known as charring). 

This reaction effectively absorbs the heat incident to the TPS surface, whereas in a non-

ablative material the heat will conduct downward through the material. The reaction 

occurs at the temperature of ablation for each respective material. So the effect is 

twofold; first the heat is effectively absorbed at the material surface, and second the outer 

layer of the ablator is held constant at the temperature of ablation. These two effects 

result in much lower temperatures on the inner wall of the TPS. A traditional insulating 

material does not have the benefit of the charring reaction; it is entirely dependant on the 

low heat conductivity of the material. The shuttle was designed with a non-ablative TPS 
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because it was meant to be totally re-usable. In practice this never turned out to be true; it 

takes thousands of man hours to inspect and replace approximately 10% of the shuttle’s 

tiles after each flight. 

 For a non-reusable vehicle, using an ablative TPS is the least weight, and thus 

optimal solution to the design problem. After the minimization of the TPS thickness for 

each heating point, a mass was calculated for the TPS on the windward side of the 

vehicle. Note that thickness of the SLA-561V and Avcoat ablators remains within 20% of 

their maximum values. Using this information the TPS thickness was assumed to be 

constant (with a value of the maximum thickness at the 2nd
 heating point) over the entire 

lower surface. For the AETB two representative thicknesses were chosen, 8.94 cm for the 

fore half of the vehicle, and 5.31 cm for the aft half of the vehicle. A table summarizes 

the resulting masses. 

 

  AETB SLA-561V Avcoat 
Mass (kg) 1080.419 376.202 516.2848 

     Table 4.6: Trade Study TPS Masses 
  

Table 4.6 shows clearly the advantage of using an ablative TPS material, and 

SLA-561V in particular. SLA-561V has a 187% and 38% mass advantage over AETB 

and Avcoat, respectively. Note that these masses include a 25% thickness (with respect to 

the windward side) of TPS on the leeward side of the vehicle. Also the vehicle had a 

length of 20 m, and a half angle of 2O. Ultimately the trade study validated the choice of 

SLA-561V as the TPS material for the MAGAT vehicle. What follows is the final TPS 

configuration for a long duration flight during the Mars aero-gravity assist maneuver. 
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FINALIZED VEHICLE TPS DESIGN: 

 Over the course of the analysis several conclusions have been reached. First an 

ablative TPS is the minimum weight solution to this design study. Second SLA-561V 

gives an advantage due to its high heat of formation and low thermal conductivity over 

other ablative materials. Third the heat flux rates at the stagnation point of the MAGAT 

vehicle are so high only a UHTC material will be able to provide the aerodynamic shape 

(i.e. the small nose radius of 1 cm) over the course of the mission. 

At this point in the analysis long duration flights with a controller have to be 

considered. The resulting heat flux data is not conducive to analysis in SODDIT. 

 
Figure 4.18: Heat Flux & Controller Discontinuities 

 

 First note that the data has negative heat flux values removed by setting them to 0. 

SODDIT does not return valid data if the outer surface of the ablator material rises above, 

then falls below the ablation temperature. Negative heat flux values make this occur very 

often, and had to be removed. Also note the discontinuities in the heat flux due to the 

change in angle of attack when the vehicle is subject to control. This type of data tends to 

impact SODDIT negatively also. 

 A method had to be devised to smooth, or filter the heat flux data into a form 

usable by SODDIT. Note from visual inspection that the data has a gaussian shape. This 
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leads to fitting the data with a gaussian regression.  MATALAB is ideally suitable to this, 

and the resulting heat flux data is shown below. 

 
      Figure 4.19: Gaussian Regression Heating Data 

 

The gaussian regression results in a heat flux with the same total heat (i.e. time 

integral of the heat flux) as the unfit data. Although this may be somewhat an exercise in 

jury rigging the data, it is necessary for the analysis to be performed with the tools made 

available, i.e. SODDIT. 
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       Figure 4.20: Inner Wall Temperatures for Gaussian Fit Heating Data 

 

After processing via SODDIT Figure 4.20 shows the resulting inner wall 

temperatures. As done in the trade study, fminsearch was used to find precise TPS 

thicknesses for each heating data point. The result is as following: 

 

#2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 
0.935938 0.854688 0.824219 0.803125 0.789844 0.78125 0.773438 0.767188 0.7625 

Table 4.7: Finalized TPS Thickness (cm) 
 

 After finding the TPS thickness for each heating data point SODDIT was run a 

final time to obtain the ablation characteristics of the mission. 
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Figure 4.21: Ablation Depth 

 

 Note that the TPS found nearest the stagnation point ablated approximately .4 cm 

of TPS, whereas the flap only ablated .06 cm of material away. Also obtained from 

SODDIT were the temperatures at the inner and outer TPS surfaces. 

 
Figure 4.22: Inner Wall Temperatures 

 The inner wall temperatures exactly meet the 477 OK boundary condition at the 

end of the mission.  
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Figure 4.23: Outer Wall Temperatures 

 Note in Figure 4.23 the outer surface of the TPS quickly rises to the ablation 

temperature and remains constant throughout the mission duration. 

 The final step in constructing the TPS is the analysis of the UHTC nose. As 

mentioned before, this was done via the lump-sum heating model found in the aero-

thermal code. The only significant result from this analysis is the temperature of the 

UHTC nose as a function of time. 

 
     Figure 4.24: UHTC Nose Temperature 
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 The maximum temperature of the UHTC nose exceeds the maximum allowable 

temperature of publicly available data concerning UHTC materials. The maximum 

temperature commonly cited is around 2400 OK. Taking into consideration that the 

analysis model does not simulate the most important physical process involving UHTC 

leading edges, that is the heat flux from the edge to the rest of the craft; the analysis 

model can be considered as overly conservative. The only real conclusion that can be 

drawn from the data is that a more complex model, one able to simulate the heat flow to 

the rest of the aeroshell, is required to make an actual judgment on the ability to utilize an 

UHTC material to provide the small nose radius required for the MAGAT vehicle. 

 The final step of the TPS analysis is finding the mass of the system. As done in 

the trade study, the thickness at the 2nd heating point is chosen to be the TPS thickness on 

the windward side of the MAGAT vehicle. This thickness was .935938 cm. The TPS 

thickness on the lee side of the aircraft was 25% of the windward side. Also included in 

the final mass calculation is the mass of the UHTC nose. 

 

  Windward Side Upper Side Nose Total 

Mass (kg) 300.96 75.2404 1.61 377.8104 
Table 4.8: Finalized TPS Mass 

 

ANALYSIS LIMITATIONS AND POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS: 

 The analysis presented in this paper can only be considered as preliminary. Any 

conclusions made can be thought of order of magnitude estimates, at best. The code 

utilized, SODDIT, is a legacy code not specifically designed to perform the ablation 

analysis utilized so heavily. Specific weaknesses include the lack of being able to analyze 

heat soak with ablative TPS materials, the lack of being able to use negative heat flux 

with ablative TPS materials, the lack of being able to model the nose-body heat flow 

interaction with the UHTC nose, and the problem domain being restricted to 1-D 

analysis.  
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 These faults mostly have to do with the limitations of SODDIT as an analysis tool 

for ablative TPS materials. For regular 1-D heat flux problem SODDIT is certainly 

adequate for the needs of AAE450, but for ablation there are many weaknesses. 

The problems with analyzing heat soak have to do with the numerical limitations 

of SODDIT. Once the ablative temperature of a TPS material has been reached, falling 

below this temperature leads to non-sensical data (i.e. node locations beyond the outer 

surface of the TPS), therefore the heat flux file used to run SODDIT must not lead to 

these events occurring. A possible “hack” could include ending a simulation when the 

temperature of the TPS material is about to fall back below the ablation temperature, then 

re-initializing SODDIT, but calling the material non-ablative. Another problem arises 

when nodes below the surface of the TPS reach the ablation temperature, again non-

sensical data is the result, and the analysis is useless. 

The recommendation would be to migrate to a more appropriate code, one written 

for ablation analysis. Due to the international flavor of the AAE student base, and current 

ITAR restrictions on technology involving hypersonic and entry vehicles, procuring a 

better code may not be possible. The author hopes the work done integrating MATLAB 

as a front end to SODDIT may allow workarounds to be found by future students in 

AAE450. Other possibilities could include opening the SODDIT source to be improved 

by students. Finally data involving UHTC materials is difficult to attain. The 

density/conductivity values used in the lump-sum models were estimates obtained from 

the ceramic material section of the TPSX Website, as the UHTC data was only given to 

members with restricted access. 

Finally SODDIT was not validated completely for ablation analysis. Although the code 

has been in existence since 1972, and several papers given on its ablation results, it has 

not been validated in world of AAE450. A trend check matched the expected trends from 

a physical interpretation of the material properties, but this does not completely vet the 

code. Future semesters may find further validation tests useful as a basis for their method 

reports. 
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.m file Name Short Description
Mysoddit.m Make .inp file, call SODDIT, get results 

Soddit_control.m Start here, define TPS and scale values 
Soddit_between.m Sweep the scale values, return T_max, Time_Max 

Soddit_solve Solve for scale value 
Soddit_fsolve Return difference 

Write_block_1.m Writes block 1 data to .inp file 
Write_block_2.m Writes block 3 data to .inp file 
Write_block_3.m Writes block 3 data to .inp file 
Write_block_4.m Writes block 4 data to .inp file 
Write_block_5.m Writes block 5 data to .inp file 
Write_block_6.m Writes block 6 data to .inp file 
Write_block_7.m Writes block 7 data to .inp file 
Write_block_8.m Writes block 8 data to .inp file 

Fcopy.m Copies one file and appends to another 
Findline.m Finds given line in a file and moves file pointer to that location 

Create_script.m Creates BSH script to run SODDIT 
Get_plt_data.m Get data from _plt file 
SLA-561V.m SODDIT data for SLA-561V Ablator 

Teflon-Ablate.m SODDIT data for SLA-561V Ablator 
AETB.m SODDIT data for AETB insulator 

Plot_results.m Plot output from soddit_control 
Avcoat.m SODDIT data for Avcoat 

Graphite-Non.m SODDIT data for graphite-expoy 
Table 4.9: Matlab codes used to run SODDIT                                                                                     
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S T R U C T U R E S  

INTRODUCTION 

The structures team was tasked with designing a preliminary set of potential 

vehicle structural designs. Each design represents one of many possible final vehicle 

structures, and was evaluated in detail. The various structural designs were then judged 

on a number of criteria, both structural requirements as well as requirements posed by 

other fields. The models herein, with one exception which is explained, were all run 

through the desired trajectory. The all around most successful model – the model which 

most closely matched the RFP -- was selected as the final vehicle.  

The following section of this document will focus on the design constraints 

imposed on the vehicular structure, the details of the various designs analyzed, the 

methods of structural analysis and the results of the analysis of the vehicular structure. 

 

REQUEST-FOR-PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS 

The RFP provides for no structure-specific design requirements. All design 

requirements for the structures team are imposed by the Aerodynamics, Systems, 

Thermodynamics, and Trajectories groups. Additional constraints were imposed by the 

consideration of launch. A summary of the constraints imposed on the vehicular 

structure follows. Please reference Figure 5.1 below with regard to shape and 

orientation: 

1. Launch Constraints:  

a. Considered a 5G launch acceleration upon the vehicle, aligned along 

the negative X-axis (fore to aft). 

b. Cost of launch based significantly upon total vehicular mass. 
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c. It is important to note that complex analysis of the boost phase was not 

performed. As such max Q loads, transient load effects, booster 

harmonics etc were not performed. The launch analysis was a simple 

G-load analysis sufficient for showing survival of the vehicle under 

nominal conditions.  

2. Aerodynamics Constraints: 

a. The aerodynamic shape of the vehicle decides the external limits of the 

structure: the choice of a wedge-shape for flight requires a supporting 

structure which will fit comfortably inside the design shape while still 

providing room for the scientific payload and any supporting 

equipment. 

3. Systems/Propulsion Constraints: 

a. The vehicular structure must provide mounting points/surfaces for the 

transport and use of scientific and support hardware, including a 

propulsion system. 

b. The center-of-gravity (CG) of the structural system, combined with the 

placement of mounting-points, must be such that the vehicle as whole 

is dynamically stable in flight. Conditions for stability are dictated to 

Systems from Aerodynamics, and hard-point placement requests are 

then made to Structures by the Systems team.  

c. The vehicle is to make a deltaV maneuver at Jupiter in order to be 

captured. This deltaV was given in the RFP to be 1400 m/s. The 

requirement of a deltaV burn makes the structural mass of key 

importance as a feed-back effect occurs between structural mass and 

required propellant mass 

4. Trajectories Constraints: 

a. In the flight phase the vehicle sees a great amount of dynamic loading, 

particularly as the craft nears the minimum altitude conditions in the 
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Martian atmosphere. The structure must support the loads created by 

the crafts flight past Mars. 

b. The amount of lifting force provided by a given area of lifting surface 

is dictated by the shape of the vehicle and the angle of attack (AOA). 

This implies that the amount of lifting force available at a particular 

AOA is limited by the shape and size of the vehicle. This in turn 

implies that the control effect at a given AOA is limited by the mass of 

the vehicle, as acceleration is related to force and mass.  

5. Thermodynamics Constraints: 

a. The flight through the atmosphere is of significant duration, and a 

considerable amount of the kinetic energy of the vehicle is converted 

into heat energy. The structure of the vehicle must be such that any 

heat which cannot be rejected by the thermal protection system is not 

sufficient to harm cause failure. 

 

 
Figure 5.1: General Vehicle Shape (left view) 

 

 

Launch 
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Z
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STRUCTURAL SHAPE 

The general vehicle shape represented in above in Figure 5.1 shows the location 

of the floors, the location of applied loads, the length of the vehicle and the half-angle. 

As well, the approximate desired location of the CG is shown. Analysis by 

Aerodynamics showed that CG would need to lie within about 10% of L/2.  

Preliminary conceptual analysis indicated that the largest masses would need to 

be placed as far forward as possible, in order to balance out the larger amount of 

structural mass aft of the desired CG location. The foremost hard-point was created 

with the intent of supporting the most massive load. This was done in the hopes of 

avoiding the need to use ballast to move the CG fore, as has been required in certain 

existing lifting-body designs. 

 

 
Figure 5.2: Vehicle Cross-sectional view - aft 

The external boundaries of the vehicle are completely defined by only three 

variables: Length, Half-Angle and base width. Together these relations can be used to 

describe any cross section (Figure 5.2). These constraints were passed to Structures by 

the Aerothermodynamics group. 

H = Lx*tan(HA) 

WidthH 
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On the creation of the structural model in Pro Engineer 2001i the structural 

hard-points were linked to the length of the vehicle via relations. In Pro/E, relations are 

a way to define the position or size of an item relative to some other dimension, or a 

user declared constant. For use in the structural model the hard-points were as related to 

vehicle length by a scale factor. Figure 5.1 shows these relations. Because the relations 

worked well in placing the CG, they were not altered from the conceptual design at any 

time, with the exception of the removal of a 4th hard-point which had been placed at 

4/5*L, but it was found not to be needed. The surface areas of the three fore hard-points 

and the aft of the vehicle were found to be sufficient to hold all systems hardware and 

the propulsion system. 

 

SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

The RFP dictated that the MAGAT vehicle be capable of delivering a spacecraft 

similar in size and mass to Galileo through provided coordinates, and thus to Jupiter 

where the MAGAT vehicle will perform a 1400m/s JOI burn. Due to unfortunate 

circumstances, the Systems data was not provided to the rest of the design team in time 

to be of use in modeling any aspect of the MAGAT vehicle. To remedy the lack of data 

Structures created a simple Systems model based directly on the Galileo spacecraft, 

using data found in a paper titled ‘Galileo: The Tour Guide’i.  

 

Mass Galileo with fuel 2223.00
Fuel mass 925.00
w/out fuel 1298.00
Science Package: 118.00
Total Systems: (no science, no fuel) 1180.00
Divide systems into five easy pieces:
Subsystem One 236.00
Propulsion Subsystem 236.00
Subsystem Two: 236.00
Subsystem Three: 236.00
Subsystem Four: 236.00  

Table 5.1: Galileo Systems Breakdown 
 

The MAGAT vehicle will have its own total mass, and thus its own propellant 

requirements for the deltaV stated in the RFP. To account for this the fuel mass 
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(provided) was subtracted from the total mass of the Galileo spacecraft. Also provided 

was the mass of the science package. The remaining mass of the Galileo craft was then 

broken into five pieces in an attempt to model a reasonable spacecraft system (Table 

5.1, above). Had the data for individual systems aboard the Galileo been available their 

use would provide a better model for a real spacecraft mission. 

While somewhat inaccurate, one of the five ‘pieces’ of the Galileo was 

considered to represent the propulsion system. A mass had to be chosen for the engine, 

as the engine is the aft-most mass placed on the vehicle and contributes significantly to 

the location of the CG. In addition, the true mass of the Galileo engine is not known – 

and hence cannot be subtracted so that the engine chosen for the MAGAT vehicle may 

be added back in. 

The engine was chosen assuming low-thrust requirements, long thrust duration, 

and that the engine would need to be capable of restart. Research using Mark Wade’s 

Encyclopedia Astronauticaii led to the selection of the RD-0242M designed by the 

Russian company Kosberg. Data provide for the engine on the Encyclopedia 

Astronautica site was further referenced to company literatureiii. Table 5.2 shows a 

breakdown of the engine system data, as well as the propellants – N2O4 and MMH. 

With luck, a similar engine with ‘greener’ fuels would be available for the vehicle 

before a final design is created and the system flown. 

 

Assumed ISP 336.00 sec
Exit Exhaust Velocity 3294.82 m/sec
Delta V 1400.00 m/sec
O to F ratio 2.16
Oxidizer Density (N204) 1450.00 kg/m^3
Fuel Density (MMH) 880.00 kg/m^3
Propellent Density 1200.00 kg/m^3
Restarts 6.00
Mass 185.00 kg
Length 1.60 m
Dia 0.80 m
Throttling 80-100 %
Burn Time 600.00 sec  

Table 5.2: Engine System Breakdown 
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The declared mass of the engine is significantly less than the mass which was 

stated in Table 5.1 for the propulsion system. It was decided to use the 236kg mainly 

for the reason stated above: there is no way to accurately remove the Galileo engine 

mass from the data used. 

The length and diameter of the engine were only considered in passing; enough 

that we are confidant the engine will fit into the MAGAT vehicle but not to the degree 

of estimating the true CG of the system. As far as the system design is concerned the 

engine is a point mass lying at the aft point of the vehicle on the center-line. 

 

MATERIALS 

The conceptual model utilized a Carbon-Carboniv ‘skin’ surrounding simple 

floors which spanned the entire cross-section of the vehicle in the y-z plane. Sometime 

shortly after the methods report was submitted it was found that limitations in modeling 

methods made it impossible to lower the thickness of the structural skin enough to have 

a reasonable vehicle weight. Additionally, the general trend of the data indicated that 

were it possible to reduce the skin thickness of the carbon-carbon panels the amount of 

internal structure (beams, spars, ribs etc) required for a successful structure would have 

been too difficult to model given the constraints on time. Finally, the analysis methods 

utilized in this report are in no way sufficient to model any form of panel, Carbon-

Carbon or otherwise. The interpretation of the output data requires too many 

assumptions which cannot be verified, and Pro Engineer does not allow the creation of 

multi-density materials without the addition of the Pro Mechanica package, which is 

not availablev on ECN computers. 

Research for an alternate design material was initiated and completed on the 

MatWeb website. The MatWeb site provides a highly advanced search capability which 

allows the quick winnowing of less-than-desirable materials. By iteratively searching 

for materials with increasing tensile and compressive failure strengths the choice of 

structural material was quickly reduced from nearly endless to a few key materials.  
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After the numerous design issues which arose from the selection of Carbon-

Carbon, any form of panel was immediately ruled out. Unsurprisingly, most of the 

materials remaining in the search results after the winnowing were some derivative of 

titanium. There were a few forms of steel as well. It is well known that materials cost is 

not generally an issue with space-vehicles, as the cost of launching mass usually far 

exceeds any savings one may make by selecting a cheaper, heavier material. The 

material ‘Ti-7Al-4Mo, SLA’vi was selected based on its overall failure properties and 

its low density, as compared to the various steels with nearly the same properties. 

Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 below summarize the data used to create the Pro 

Engineer materials files which have been included in digital appendicesvii.  

 

Room Temperature (~21ºC)
Young’s Modulus 55.158 Gpa
Poisson’s Ratio 0.31
Shear Modulus 20.684 Gpa

Density 1660 kg/m3
Ultimate Tensile Strength 482.633 Mpa

Ultimate Compressive Strength 241.317 Mpa

Ultimate Shear Strength 255.106 Mpa

Carbon-Carbon

 
Table 5.3: Carbon-Carbon Material Data 

 

 

Room Temperature (~21ºC)
Young’s Modulus 113.8 GPa
Poisson’s Ratio 0.32
Shear Modulus 44.0 Gpa

Density 4480 kg/m3
Ultimate Tensile Strength 1170 Mpa

Yield Tensile Strength 1035 Mpa
Yeild Compressive Strength 1070 Mpa
Ultimate Shear Strength 690.0 Mpa

Titanium

 
Table 5.4: Titanium Ti-7Al-4Mo Material Data 
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Pro Engineer utilizes the materials data when calculating mass properties of the 

vehicle: CG, total mass, and moments of inertia. The data is also required when using 

Pro Engineer to export a meshed structural model to Ansys readable data files. 

While the Carbon-Carbon data is available for various percentages of +/- 45º 

orientation strands the only orthotropic orientation for composites using 4 orientations 

(0º, +/- 45º, 90º) in 4 layers (1 @ 45º, 1  @ -45º, 1 @ 0º,  @ 90º) occurs when 50% of 

the strands lie at +/- 45º, 25% at 0º and 25% at 90º.  The data from these points from 

the Carbon-Carbon figures are the values shown in Table 5.3, converted to the MKS 

system of units. 

A steady state temperature limit of 150ºC (400ºF) was imposed upon the TPS 

group. This value was based material HRH-327 – a carbon-carbon panel offered by 

Hexcel Corporation. Hexcel Corporate data sheets claim an allowable steady state 

(‘extended duration’ in the literature) temperature limit of 260ºC (500ºF), with 

transients up to 370ºC (700ºF).  Subsequent material change to titanium was assumed to 

be able to handle this temperature limit as time constraints did not allow for a detailed 

thermal analysis. Additionally the assumed most significant load occurs at launch, 

when the temperature of the vehicle would not be elevated. 

 

ASSUMPTIONS IN THE MODEL 

Accurate modeling of a space-worthy structure is not a task an individual could 

reasonably be expected to accomplish in the course of a decade, let alone only working 

part time over the duration of a single semester. This held firmly in mind, many 

shortcuts and assumptions were made in the construction of the model (and for future 

models, as the design is not fixed) in order to bring the problem down to a magnitude 

which may reasonably be solved. It is the intent that no assumption or combination of 

assumptions lead to an unreasonable structure. However, it is only through sanity 

checks, not detailed design verification, by which the model is to be ‘confirmed’ 

reasonable. Sanity checks such as: 

Mass increases on addition of structural components 
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Mass increases on addition of new loadings 

Mass is reasonable given the density of the material and volume in question. 

Originally it was discussed in class that no ribs and/or struts were to be used, as 

they would be too difficult to model. It was also stated that the model should predict a 

mass which is within about 20% of the real value. The former was discarded in that the 

latter was the driving consideration, and with no spars the 20% mass accuracy would 

likely not be met. 

 

MODELING THE STRUCTURE 

Pro Engineer was utilized to define the model shape, including all floors, ribs 

and spars. There are a number of quick ways of editing models in Pro Engineer to 

create a desired geometry from a few simple parameters. These methods are also 

somewhat prone to failure – more accurately, these methods can be very input-

sensitive. As it turns out, the geometry file which was created to automatically update 

for the MAGAT structural model fails for skin thicknesses less than 1cm, due to tight 

corners at the nose of the vehicle 

Pro Engineer (version 2001i) has some built-in FEA capability. With Pro 

Mechanica (which is not available) all the FEA could be modeled within Pro Engineer. 

However, due to installation issues, or some-such, Pro Mechanica is not found, even 

though Purdue does own licenses for it. As a standalone program, Pro Engineer allows 

the creation of geometric models, the addition of loads, constraints, the ability to create 

‘shell’ elements (faster modeling time than true 3D solid models), and will mesh all of 

these data. Of course, all this would be worthless if it could not be somehow used, 

which is where the capability to export into an Ansys script file is such a great boon to 

450 this semester. 

Pro Engineer can model a number of different of loads – from point mass 

application to equation based surface loadings. The only loading model utilized in this 

model was the surface load. Surface loads offer multiple distribution models: given a 

particular load (say, 100 N) one may model the load as either a uniform distribution, as 
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a function of coordinates, or as an ‘edge load’ where the load is applied uniformly 

around a selected edge. Because true size and shape of system components is not 

known, uniform distribution were used. This averaged the applied force over the 

selected entire area, giving an admittedly best-case scenario. 

Once the Pro Engineer model has been created and the loads applied the 

meshing tools is run, and the requested mesh is applied to the shape. At this point a few 

aspects of the mesh must be verified. Most importantly, the mesh must cover all 

portions of the model. It is possible, using mid-surface shell elements, to create a mesh 

on a vehicle and have large portions of the vehicle not mesh and not get an error! 

Visual verification is a must for models with hidden surfaces. Figure 5.3 shows a cut-

away view of the meshed reference vehicle. The inside wall of the vehicle as well as the 

‘floors’ can be seen here, meshed appropriately. 

 

 
Figure 5.3: Visual mesh verification in ProE 

 

The simulation of choice has been Eigen-Buckling analysis. While not as 

accurate for general geometriesviii as some other methods (such as non-linear analysis) 

this analysis is quick to run and will give results which are to be considered accurate 

enough for this preliminary analysis. 
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CONCEPTUAL VEHICLE 

The original design concept was created near the beginning of the semester, and 

was used with minor tweaking all the way through the Methods report. The shape of the 

vehicle was decided by Aerothermodynamics. The defining dimensions of the vehicle 

are shown in Table 5.5 below.  

Length 10 m
Half-Angle 8 deg
Base-Width 3 m
Structure mass 2657.27 kg
Dry Vehicle Mass 3837.27 kg
Propellent Mass 2031.65 kg
Total TPS Mass: 320.17
Total Vehicle (wet) mass 6189.09 kg  

Table 5.5: Conceptual Vehicle Size and Mass Properties. 
 

The concept vehicle follows the shape described in the Structural Shape section, 

and uses one centimeter thick Carbon-Carbon shell surrounding the vehicle as the main 

structural support. Attempts to lower the thickness of the vehicle much below one cm 

were unsuccessful due to the methods chosen to model the system.  

 

Figure 5.4: Pro Engineer representation of Concept Vehicle 
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Note that the concept vehicle structural mass is 42% of the mass of the whole 

vehicle. While it is true that there is much more interior volume than is required to 

simply ‘hold’ the systems components, a 42% mass fraction is still not acceptable. 

Sadly it is the case that, given the modeling limitations discussed, this is close to the 

optimized mass for this structural model. 

Later analysis by Aerothermodynamics, as well as Trajectories code runs 

indicated that a vehicle with an 8 degree half angle would not have a sufficient lift to 

drag ratio to meet the RFP, and the requirements shifted to a maximum of 4 degree 

half-angle. Attempting to model this lower half-angle resulted in yet another modeling 

conflict in Pro Engineer. These errors were the driving force behind the switch from a 

Carbon-Carbon shell structure to a Titanium beam model.  

While a thinner external shell combined with increased internal supports would 

possibly a have created a more robust system, there is no avoiding the significant 

inaccuracies in modeling a panel as a solid. Figure 5.5 below shows an Ansys output 

for the first Eigen value of an Eigen Buckling analysis. The legend indicates the values 

of stress, in Pascal. This vehicle has a factor of safety of 3.247 in buckling in this mode 

(indicated by the value of ‘fact’ on the upper left of the figure), yet fails in stress by 

what seems to be a factor of almost two at a location near the aft of the vehicle. 
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Figure 5.5: Ansys results for conceptual model, first Eigen value. 

 

The point that the vehicle fails is significant, however the failure is worse than 

the factor of two mentioned. Any form of panel is considerably weaker in the out of 

plane direction. The peak stress shown in Figure 5.5 is a combination of in-plane and 

out of plane stresses, and hides the fact that the out of plane stress is not two but nearer 

to ten times the failure stress for a Carbon-Carbon panel. Analysis methods for panels 

were simply too complex to deal with other than through visual observation. In 

hindsight panels should not have been considered for this project. 

It is worth noting in passing that a quick analysis of a titanium shell was done, 

with results indicating a mass significantly higher than those of the Carbon-Carbon 

model. A logical conclusion, as the thickness of the shell was constrained by the errors, 

and the density of titanium is about four times that of the Carbon-Carbon material.  
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TRADE STUDIES 

Four structural configurations were modeled in addition to the included 

conceptual model.  As mentioned, the original configuration utilizing a structural skin 

was ruled infeasible due to weight and modeling considerations. It is included here for 

comparisons sake, but was not run as a trade by trajectories as the following four 

models were. 

 

Model: Length [m] Half_Angle [deg] Base Material
1 10 8 3 Carbon-Carbon
2 10 8 3 Titanium
3 18 4 3 Titanium
4 18 2 3 Titanium
5 18 2 5 Titanium

Model: Mass [kg] Cg (From front) Wet Mass System CG
1 2657.27 5.87 6189.09 6.57
2 968.50 5.95 3606.20 7.42
3 1424.28 9.44 4579.16 8.31
4 895.62 9.96 3627.75 8.58
5 1059.55 9.63 4085.98 8.45  

 
Table 5.6: Trade Studies Breakdown 

 
 

Model 1 is the only shell model. While it is not a ‘fair’ comparison to show the 

Carbon-Carbon shell against the beam structure of the titanium, time did not allow for a 

more detailed analysis of the carbon in the alternate form and as mentioned Structures 

questions the validity of the results of all of the panel data. 

Model 2 was created after Aerothermodynamics changed the half-angle 

requirement to a maximum of 4 degrees; however a comparison against the conceptual 

model was desired. The magnitude of the mass difference is quite surprising. Lighter by 

a factor of nearly three, the position of the structural CG changed by a tiny fraction of a 

percent. However, due to the decreased mass of propellant required for the deltaV 

maneuver the lighter system won’t doesn’t meet requirements for CG! An unexpected 

result of a lighter vehicle. 

By the time model two was completed trajectories had run a few cases with a 

longer vehicle which indicated that the longer, thinner vehicles tended to come closer to 
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meeting the design requirements. This drove the modeling of cases 3, 4 and 5.  The 

combination of increased length and decreased half-angle decreased the effect of 

Structural CG on the overall system CG – and in fact moved the structural CG fore of 

the midline of the vehicle (see Figure 5.1). 

The decision to move to a 20 meter long vehicle prompted the Structures team 

to revaluate the shape of the vehicle somewhat. It was realized that modeling a true 20 

meter model in Pro Engineer and Ansys, after the fashion of the 10 meter models, was 

not technically correct, as it is not Structures responsibility to model the frontal TPS 

nose. Additionally, beyond the very front floor, the structure only exists to support said 

nose, which was assumed to not be a significant load (as compared to the oxidizer load 

on the first hard-point).  These considerations led to the trimming of the fore 2 meters 

of the structural model. These will be referred to as 20-meter models, as there is 

assumed to be lifting surface fore of the front most plate shown on the 18-meter long 

structural models. 

All three of the 20 meter cases – models 3, 4 and 5 – were run to completion by 

the trajectories group, and are discussed in the Trajectories section. The trajectories 

code output is the only place where the team could truly see if the design being 

modeled was a ‘good’ model or not. Because no shape was found that truly met the 

RFP requirements, the vehicle which came the closest to doing so was chosen. This was 

model 4, the 20 meter long vehicle with the 2 degree half-angle and 3 meter base, and 

its structural model is discussed in detail below. 

 

FINAL VEHICLE SELECTION 

While the design methods were no different between models which were not 

chosen and the final vehicle, a walk-through explanation of the analysis of the final 

vehicle offers a deeper understanding of the final vehicle. 

To begin the Pro Engineer structural model was adjusted from the base version 

to have a length of 18 meters, a half-angle of 2 degrees and a base-width of 3 meters. 

Utilizing the Pro Engineer ‘Model Analysis’ function, the relevant mass properties of 
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the vehicle – structural mass, and Center of gravity location –  were retrieved and 

entered into an excel spreadsheetix (Table 5.6 below). 

The systems spreadsheet was programmed to find the total required propellant 

mass via the rocket equation, and from the total propellant mass and the known O to F 

ratio and densities calculated the individual masses for both fuel and oxidizer. 

 
Length 18 m
Half-Angle 2 deg
Base-Width 3 m
Structure mass 895.62 kg
Dry Vehicle Mass 2075.62 kg
Mass Oxidizer: 751.17 kg
Mass Fuel: 347.77 kg
Volume Oxidizer 0.52 m^3
Volume Fuel 0.40 m^3
Propellent Volume: 0.92 m^3
Propellent Mass 1098.94 kg
Each Side (1/2 tube) area: 24.65 m^2
Each Plate area: 54.03 m^2
Upper TPS Area: 78.68 m^2
Upper TPS Thickness 0.00 m
Lower TPS Area: 78.68 m^2
Lower TPS Thickness 0.01 m
Upper TPS mass: 75.53
Lower TPS mass: 377.66
Total TPS Mass: 453.20
Total Vehicle (wet) mass 3627.75 kg  

Table 5.6: Systems Calculations 
 

The external surface area of the vehicle (a thin shell which would surround all 

of the floors shown in  

 Figure 5.6) was calculated via Pro Engineer by creating a solid model with the 

same shape and dimensions as the final model and using the area calculation tool on the 

flat area of the bottom and upon one of the half-cones. These areas were utilized along 

with the TPS thickness and density provided by the TPS group in order to calculate the 

mass of the TPS system. Time constraints did not allow the Structures group to include 

the Ultra-High Temperature Ceramic nose in the Systems model. 

Another issue with thickness was found which created a time conflict. This time 

the structural plates modeling the hard-points could not be made any thinner than 0.003 
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meters, and the thickness of the tubes modeling the support columns could be made no 

thinner than -0.0025 meters thick. A correction was found at the last minute which 

allowed the structure to be analyzed in slightly more detail – down to a more accurate 

failure condition; however the results could not be delivered to the other groups in time 

for a more accurate overall final vehicle. Nor were the results from the optimized 

vehicle iterated back into the Systems model. Once the fix was found the Pro Engineer 

dimensions were simply modified until the structural model reached factor of safety 

limits on analysis in Ansys. 

Floor 1:
Subsystem One 236.00

Oxidizer 751.17
Total Floor 1 987.17 9680.23 48401.16 3.60

Floor 2:
Fuel Tank 347.77

Subsystem Two 236.00
Total Floor 2 583.77 5724.41 28622.04 7.20

Floor 3:
Subsystem Three 236.00
Subsystem Four 236.00

Total Floor 3 472.00 4628.43 23142.16 11.00

Floor 4:
Science Package 118.00

Propulsion subsystem 354.00
Total Floor 4 354.00 3471.32 17356.62 18.00

Mass Placement 5G Acceleration 
Force [N]

1G Acceleration 
Force [N]

Position [m] 
(X-axis)Mass [kg]

 
Table 5.7: Mass Placement and Force Calculations 

 
As a side note for future users of Pro Engineer who may be reading this, the 

‘fix’ required to model the thinner shapes is to go into the ‘set-up’ menu and select and 

increase accuracy to the maximum that Pro Engineer allows. 
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 Figure 5.6: Final Vehicle Dimensioned 3- view sketch 
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Figure 5.7: Final Vehicle With Loading 

 
Once the new loads are calculated they are entered into the Pro Engineer Mechanical 

Model (Figure 5.7), and the model meshed, run, and saved to a file for import into 

Ansys.  

In Ansys the model is read in from the data file which Pro Engineer created and run 

using Eigen-Buckling analysis. For models which are near the factor of safety limits the 

Ansys runs can take a significant amount of time – often exceeding 20 minutes per run. 
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Figure 5.8 Von Mises output for first Eigen Value. Final Vehicle: 

For the titanium models (any metallic design) the factor of safety limits are 

defined by a NASA technical standards documentx to be the higher of (1.40*Ultimate 

Design Strength) or the Yielding Strengths for the vehicle. The structural model relied 

on a factor-of-safety (FOS) of one against the yielding strength for this evaluation due 

to time constraints.  

 For this walk-through the closest value obtained to an FOS of one was 1.3 for 

in buckling and about 1.6 in tension. The model could have been moved closer to the 

desired FOS, however because the process is not truly iterative at this point there was 

no driving reason to do so. In general, it is desired that the factors of safety for tension 

and compression are near to one another – a vehicle with a bucking FOS of 1.2 and a 

tension FOS of 3 is massively over-build for the tension case. 

The above vehicle could probably be improved by reducing the thickness of 

each spar as well as the thickness of the second and third floors. A fully iterative design 
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would ideally complete the analysis by optimizing the vehicle to the highest degree 

possible. 

Had the vehicle failed, high stresses regions would be located in Figure 5.8, 

which would indicate the tensile failure location by color. That region would be 

strengthened by adding material to it, and the model run again. If the vehicle were to 

fail in buckling the mode that caused the failure would be the mode corresponding to 

the first Eigen value for the system. Ansys shows the modes as deformations in the 

graphical output. For this model the first failure mode in buckling would be at 1.30 

times the applied loads, and on the first floor, as indicated by the deformations in 

Figures 5.8 and 5.9. 

 
Figure 5.9: Deformation in the Y direction (X-Direction in Ansys Local Frame) 

After running Ansys a number of outputs were observed in order to ascertain the 

success of the structure. Figure 5.9 represents deformation in just one direction. 

Deformations in the three axial locations were observed, as was max strain in all 

directions and shear values in the 3 main shear planes. Outputs for all of these values 
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are included in the digital appendices as image files (jpeg format in the form 

‘model_4_title.jpg’). 

 
Figure 5.10: Final Vehicle Output. Von Mises of mode 2 

 
Note that each model was run for at least two modes. As each node is 

increasingly less likely to cause failure more modes do not necessarily increase the 

accuracy of the model in anyway. The final vehicle was not near to failure, so the third 

mode was not considered worth the additional modeling time – the Ansys run for this 

particular model was over half an hour with only two modes extracted. Figure 5.10 

shows that the second floor will suffer some kind of failure in twist at 1.57 times the 

load values currently applied. The figure indicates that this will occur some time after 

the vehicle has passed failure in the stress condition. 

Now that the Pro Engineer model with the new mass has been iterated down to 

its minimum mass state, the new calculated mass is used to start the process all over 

again. Thankfully, the process is mercifully short: the calculated forces for the 5G load 

settle quickly. Comparing Tables 5.9 and 5.10 to Tables 5.7 and 5.8 shows that this 
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single optimization pass reduced the most significant load by about 12%, from a mass 

reduction of about 14%. Only one or perhaps two more passes at the most would be 

required to bring this model down to within a percentile point or two of its fully 

optimized condition. 

Length 18 m
Half-Angle 2 deg
Base-W idth 3 m
Structure mass 577.00 kg
Dry Vehicle Mass 1757.00 kg
Mass Oxidizer: 635.87 k g
Mass Fuel: 294.38 k g
Volume Oxidizer 0.44 m^3
Volume Fuel 0.33 m^3
Propellent Volume: 0.78 m^3
Propellent Mass 930.25 kg
Each Side (1/2 tube) area: 24.65 m^2
Each Plate area: 54.03 m^2
Upper TPS Area: 78.68 m^2
Upper TPS Thick ness 0.002 m
Lower TPS Area: 78.68 m^2
Lower TPS Thick ness 0.009 m
Upper TPS mass: 88.37
Lower TPS mass: 353.47
Total TPS Mass: 441.84
Total Vehicle (wet) mass 3129.09 kg  

Table 5.8: System masses for structure iteration 
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Floor 1:
Subsystem One 236.00

Oxidizer 635.87
Total Floor 1 871.87 8549.52 42747.59 3.60

Floor 2:
Fuel Tank 294.38

Subsystem Two 236.00
Total Floor 2 530.38 5200.93 26004.65 7.20

Floor 3:
Subsystem Three 236.00
Subsystem Four 236.00

Total Floor 3 472.00 4628.43 23142.16 11.00

Floor 4:
Science Package 118.00

Propulsion subsystem 354.00
Total Floor 4 354.00 3471.32 17356.62 18.00

Mass Placement 5G Acceleration 
Force [N]

1G Acceleration 
Force [N]

Position [m] 
(X-axis)

Mass [kg]

 
Table 5.9: System masses for structure iteration 
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CONCLUSION 

As a whole the vehicle came surprisingly close to meeting the RFP. From a 

structures point of view the final model created for this 450 project is much more 

detailed than what was expected entering into the first few weeks of the course. The 

shape itself is significantly more complex than was directed, and the depth of analysis 

was significantly greater than studies done in the past. 

The outcome of the project, while not meeting the RFP, is still significant. A 

more detailed physical model of the structure could likely result in further reduced total 

vehicle masses. One concept considered but discarded as too complex for this semester 

was a four-post structure with the ends of the beams leading from the aft-most corners 

to the foremost corners of the vehicle. This would limit the amount of deflection in the 

vehicle, which in turn would reduce the amount of stress in the support members – thus 

reducing weight. 

 Reductions in weight allow for reductions in the amount of surface area 

required to maneuver the vehicle through the atmosphere, which reduces the mass of 

the vehicle…. It is a process of diminishing returns, but there are still significant returns 

to be made at this juncture in the preliminary design. 

If this project is to be modeled in more detail for future 450 courses it is 

recommended that more time be spent on bounding the problem in the Trajectories code 

before any analysis be done on a new structural or aerodynamic vehicle. By running the 

trajectories code, even with no significant modification, a bound on Lifting Area to 

Mass ratio could be found based on particular L/D values. Once found it would be 

much easier to find when and if a vehicle shape and mass could be successful, at least 

compared to the fully iterative approach which is being utilized this semester. 

With more time, it is likely that vehicle could have been found which would 

have met the RFP requirements. There were certainly no significant limits which would 

have prevented Structures from delivering a robust structure which lies near to the 

current design iteration.  
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S Y S T E M S  A N D  P R O P U L S I O N  

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION 

The MAGAT vehicle is anticipated to have an initial mass of 7500 kg. The actual 

mass ended being 6,482.6 kg.  A mass of 7500kg is most likely the one considered in 

other sections. Figure 6.1.1 display a schematic of the vehicle. The vehicle contains large 

cylinders with two hemispherical end-caps tanks for both the fuel and oxidizer and two 

spherical Helium pressure tanks to pressurize the fuel and oxidizer tanks. There is a 

single Orbital Maneuvering Engine in the aft portion and along the centerline of the 

vehicle able to perform the required flight maneuvers and orbital changes. Case studies 

confirmed a single engine configuration maintains the Cg location within the 45-50% of 

the vehicle by minimizing the weight in the aft portion. Galileo spacecraft systems were 

place into the vehicle for the guidance, navigation, control, and operations. The final 

vehicle dimensions are given to be a wedge body with 20 m in length, 3 m in width, a 

half angle of 4 degrees, nose radius of 0.01m and conical sides with radius of 1.41 m. A 

flat plate flap with the dimensions of 1.0 m in length and 0.3 m in width will provide the 

control authority during atmospheric flight portions of the mission. 

 

Engine number X cg [10]: 10 m vehicle X cg [m]: 20 m vehcile 

3 5.3 9.31 

2 4.8 9.0 

1 4.7 8.92 
Table 6.1. Case Study 

 

A structural mass of 1000 kg was used for the 10 m vehicle (10 m length, 3 m wide, half 

angle 8), a mass of 1400 kg for the 20 m vehicle (20 m length, 3 m wide, 4 degree half 

angle). Propellant tanks were kept constant (Table 6.3.2.2) along with the systems 
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dimensions. Moved each component as far forward while maintain clearance margin of 

0.08 m (estimated standard used through out the analysis). 

 

 

. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6.1: CGMOI Model of Internal Component Layout for MAGAT (TPS not shown) 

 

 

 INTERNAL COMPONENT LAYOUT 

One requirement for the vehicle is to fit the necessary equipment to complete the 

mission. Many of the internal components have been assumed from the Galileo project. 

Free variables include the sizing and location of the propellant systems as well as the 
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location of the avionics and systems contained within MAGAT. The communication, 

guidance equipment, and scientific equipment were split between three similar sections 

each with an assumed cubic side of 0.9 m with a mass of 325kg (Figure 6.1) and 

electronics and antenna with a mass of 150 kg.  Power requirements are similar to the 

power systems found on the Galileo and were estimated to be contained in four power 

cells with a mass of 22 kg each. Figure 6.1.1 displays the location of internal 

components. 

An initial delta velocity was derived to be 1400 m/s in reference to the delta v 

allocations during the Galileo mission [Reference 6.1]. An iterative process of the initial 

vehicle mass provided by the structure team confirmed by the aero thermo team was 

necessary to determine the size of the propellant system. As the vehicle dimension 

changed, the tanks will have to be resized to maintain structural clearance and re-

orientated to ensure a fit within the vehicle layout as well as maintain stability. The 

resultant size and shape of each propulsion component are discussed in 6.3. The fuel, 

oxidizer, pressure tanks are made out of graphite epoxy with an aluminum liner to ensure 

the tanks would not leak. 

While modeling MAGAT, a clearance distance was accounted for between the 

internal components and the inner shell of the vehicle.  The outer surface of MAGAT 

consisting of a Thermal Protection System (TPS) is not visually represented in Figure 6.1 

but was modeled during the analysis. The placement of each component accounted for a 

clearance margin of 0.08 m. This estimate was set as a standard for the minimal 

allowable distance between components and parts. 

All of the components do fit within the confines of the vehicle. One challenge 

when placing the internal components within the vehicle was keeping the center of 

gravity within a range to which the aero thermo team can trim the vehicle. A flap length 

of 1 m was a trade off since an increase in flap length increased the range in cg. This 

length was necessary due to the propellant allotment and the shape of the vehicle. It was 

then necessary to place the propellant tanks far from the engine location which was 

undesirable but necessary in order to keep the Cg location forward. Figure 6.1 shows the 

final vehicle internal layout. 
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VEHICLE LAYOUT DESIGN   

Iterations and analysis were conducted using the program CGMOI. This Matlab 

based program allows users to represent component placement relative to each other with 

use of simple geometries, densities and mass values.  It provides a visual representation 

of the vehicle as well as calculates the center of gravity (cg) and the moments of inertia 

(MOI) about the cg for the entire system. The vehicles MOI were used to estimate the 

propellant allotment for the RCS systems in the event an unexpected burn. 

A consideration on the propulsion system design was the overall height of the 

vehicle. Case studies with the aero thermodynamics determined a suitable half angle of 4 

degrees with a nose radius of 0.01m. This was used to size the propellant tanks with the 

consideration of placing the tanks as far forward as possible.  It was decided that a lateral 

tank configuration (tanks spanning the width of the vehicle) would be best. The sizing of 

the tanks allowed for lateral placement within the vehicle while leaving enough clearance 

on the sides. The location of the tanks was placed close to the cg to limit cg travel as fuel 

is consumed. This position is not desirable since the location of the tanks remained about 

15 m forward of the engines during case studies. Similar iterations were used for the 

pressure system. The same fuel, oxidizer, and pressure system is used to deliver fuel to 

the RCS thrusters that are located far from the cg of the vehicle. Figure 6.1 displays the 

location of these thrusters.   

 

 

PROPULSION SYSTEM 

A propulsion system for MAGAT is required to provide thrust for orbital 

maneuvers. The required baselines for the propulsion system are as follows: ability to 

provide multiple restarts and be throttled in order to perform multiple maneuvers; small 

mass and size but with high performance; and use of non cryogenic propellants for launch 

on warning operations. A single engine arrangement was chosen thrusting through the 

centerline of the vehicle. Refer to 6.1 
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A large propulsion system is not necessary since the flight trajectory the 

spacecraft will fly is designed to minimize the loss of delta velocity. Preliminary thrust 

estimates were obtained from previous designs. These designs provided a thrust estimate 

of 300 – 600 lbs. The RS-21 Thrusters were found capable of providing the thrust for our 

application. This engine displays high performance, low mass and relatively small size. 

The fuel used by this engine is Monomethylhydrazine (MMH) and the oxidizer is 

Nitrogen Tetroxide (NTO). This is a hypergolic system which will react upon contact 

with one another. All specification pertaining to this engine is found in Table 6.2 

[Reference 6.2].  

 

Thrust [N] 1335 

ISP [s] 294 

Mass [kg] 8.4 

Dimensions [m] 0.55 m long / 0.23 m wide 

Chamber Pressure [bar] 8 

Mixture Ratio 1.51:1 

Table 6.2: Specifications of the RS-21 Main Propulsion System  
 

 

PROPELLANT TANKS 

Tanks are needed to store onboard fuel and oxidizer through out the entire 

mission. Graphite epoxy was selected as the outer material for the tanks. This material 

was selected on the basis of its low density, high material efficiency, and high strength 

[Reference 6.3, p. 270]. Due to MMH and NTO corrosive properties, an aluminum liner 

will be necessary to protect the tank structure. Dr Heister (Purdue University) stated 

aluminum linear with a thickness of half a millimeter will be enough to protect the 

graphite tanks and allow for structural loading. Cylindrical tanks with hemispherical end-

caps were determined would be the best combination to minimize size of the tanks and 

allow for easy tank placement as the vehicle shape is changed.  
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A Matlab script was developed to determine the sizing of these propellant tanks 

(sizing.m). The code is designed to iterate the size of the tank based on the delta velocity 

needed to perform all the orbital maneuvers (Appendix 6.1 displays the derivation of the 

relationship). This delta velocity was determined by the delta V allocations of the Galileo 

Project [Reference 6.1]. This code sizes the tanks based on the total delta V of 1400 m/s. 

The amount of propellant required is function of the initial to final mass ratio, ISP for the 

engine, and the delta velocity.  

Using the rocket equation; 

 

Delta V = g * ISP * ln (m_int / m_final)     (1) 

Where:  m_int = initial mass 

m_final = final mass 

 

and knowing the initial mass, the final mass can be determine which will result in the 

propellant mass being the difference between the final and initial masses. The final mass 

corresponding to a delta velocity of 1400m/s with an assumed initial mass of 7500kg was 

determined to be 3467.4 kg. The thruster has an oxidizer to fuel ratio of 1.51:1. With this 

ratio, the mass of the fuel and oxidizer can be calculated. The mass of the fuel turns out to 

be 1308.4 kg and the oxidizer to be 2158.9kg. With the density and the mass of the 

propellant, volume can be calculated. Ullage of 5 % was also added to the volume to 

account for propellant caught in the plumbing at any time [Reference 6.3]. 

The code also determines the dimensions and the mass of the two hemisphere 

end-caps and the cylinders for both the fuel and oxidizer. Appendix 6.1 contains the 

derivation of the geometrical relationship used for tank sizing. The radius of the larger 

fuel and oxidizer tanks where iterated to be 0.2 m. The geometry of the tanks is based off 

this radius. From the rocket equation, the volume can be determined and with Equation 2, 

the length of the cylinder part of the tank can be calculated. 

 

V= pi * r ^2  *  lc +(4/3) * pi * r^3      (2) 

Where: r = radius 

 lc = length of cylinder 
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Once the dimensions of the tanks are found, the code will then calculate the 

required thickness of the tank. This is done by first calculating the maximum operating 

pressure (MEOP) for both the fuel and oxidizer. [Reference 6.3, pp. 207-211] provides 

the outline of the method for finding MEOP. 

 

MEOP = Pc +deltaPcool +deltaPfeed + deltaPinj +deltaPdyn      (3) 

 

Table 6.3 displays the estimates used when evaluating equation variables.  

 

Parameters
delta pressure feed 42.5 kPa

delta regenerative cooling  pressure 0.15Pc
Pressure drop in injector 0.20Pc

safety factor 1.25
Chamber pressure 140 Psia  
Table 6.3:  Variables for MEOP calculations 

 

The thickness of the spherical and cylindrical part of the tanks are found using Equation 

4 and Equation 5 respectively where Fallow is the maximum allowable stress of graphite-

epoxy 

 

Ts=(MEOP * r) / (2 * Fallow)      (4) 

Tc= (MEOP * r) / (2 * Fallow)      (5)  

 

The mass of the spherical and cylindrical part of the propellant tank was based on the 

area of the tanks. The surface area can be found using Equation 6. The mass of each part 

is found using Equation 7. The sum of both parts gives a total structural mass of the 

propellant system to be 3630.8kg. Table 6.4 displays the propellant tank parameters. 

 

Area = (2 * pi * r * lc) + (4 * pi * r^2)     (6) 

Mass = (area * t * rho_graphite) + (area * 1mm * rho_al)  (7) 
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Parameters Fuel tank Oxidizer Tank Pressure Tanks
Radius [m] 0.2 0.2 0.575825
Length [m] 3.0099 3.0362 NA

Thickness of Al [m] 8.88E-04 8.96E-04 0.0081
Volume [m^3] 1.637 1.6474 0.6026

Structural mass [kg] 1.2476 1.2445 93.1078  
Table 6.4: Propellant and Pressure Tank Parameters 

 

A mass breakdown of the propellant  system is presented in Table 6.4. It can be 

seen from this data that the fuel and oxidizer comprise the vast majority of the propellant 

system mass, whereas the tank structure is relatively insignificant compared to the total 

mass. 

 

 

PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM 

A pressurization system is required for the MAGAT propulsion system in order to 

pressurize both the fuel and oxidizer tanks as fuel is consumed. Helium was selected for 

its low densities and inertness [Reference 6.3]. The same material will be used for the 

pressure tanks as found in the propellant tanks. A half a millimeter linear of Aluminum 

was also used to protect against corrosions of the tank. These dimensions are also 

calculated with sizing.m. 

The process used to calculate the pressure tanks are found Reference 6.3, p 279. 

The derivation can also be found in the Appendix 6.2. 5% ullage was added to the 

required volume of the tank and another 5% was added to account for the pressurant used 

by the RCS. Equation 8 is the isentropic relationship used to determine the final 

temperature of the pressure system. With Equation 9, 10, 11; the required mass and 

volume of the pressurant were found.  

 

Tf = Ti(Pf/Pi)^((gamma-1)/(gamma))     (8) 

V = Vprop + Vpress        (9) 

Mpress = (Pf*V*MW)/(Ru*Tf)      (10) 

Vpress = (Mpress*Ru*Ti) / (Pi*MW)     (11) 
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Assumed values of initial pressure (Pi) equals to 21e6 Pa, final pressure (Pf) 

equals 1.24e6 Pa, which is the average of the fuel and oxidizer tank pressures, isentropic 

ratio (gamma) equal 1.66, and initial temperature (Ti) equals to 273K were used 

[Reference 6.3, p 278-289]. The resulting final temperature (Tf) was 88.70 K. Equations 

9, 10, 11 were used to determine the required mass and volume of pressurant, where Ru 

is the universal gas constant, Vprop is the required volume of propellant, Vpress is the 

required volume of pressurant, Mpress is the required mass of propellant, and MW is the 

molecular weight of Helium (4.003 kg/mol). First, an initial guess of 1 m3 was made for 

the volume of the pressurant. This number was used in Equation 10 which gave the mass 

of the pressurant. This value is then passed on to Equation 11 to calculate the new 

volume of the pressurant.  The process continues until the initial guess and the resultant 

volume converges. The code ‘sizing.m’ includes an iteration procedure to calculate these 

values.  The other pressurant tank parameters are calculated in the same manner as the 

propellant tank parameters. The pressurant tank also includes a 0.5 mm aluminum liner, 

similar to the propellant tanks. Case studies determined two spherical pressure tanks were 

needed.  Table 6.3.2.2 displays the pressurant tank parameters. 

 

 

RCS SUBSYSTEM   

*Methods described in this section have not been validated completely. Only a brief study 

was conducted because we don’t intend to utilize a burn during the flight profile. 

The flight profile for the MAGAT is designed to maneuver within the atmosphere 

without a burn. This section deals with a contingency in the event an RCS burn is 

required to turn the vehicle 180 degrees. The Reaction Control System (RCS) is required 

to provide the necessary impulse in all three axial directions. In order to provide this 

movement, 24 RCS thrusters must be used. 24 thrusters include 4 thrusters in each plane 

along with a second set of thrusters in the same location for redundancy in the event of a 

malfunction [Reference 6.5]. The RCS thrusters are designed to provide enough impulse 
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to maneuver the vehicle 180 degrees in a given time frame. Based off the Galileo project, 

the thrusters used on the MAGAT has an ISP of 274 s producing 10N of thrust.  

A Matlab code was created to determine the maximum torque of the thrusters 

based on thruster location and performance parameters. This code assumes that the 

vehicle’s center of gravity remains constant throughout the maneuver. The maximum 

torque is a measure of the effectiveness if the RCS. The code computes this torques by 

multiplying the thrust by the moment arm about the center of gravity, for each pair of 

thrusters. 

 

Tmax = (distance from Cg) * (# of thrusters) * (thrust per thruster)  (12) 

 

The center of gravity for the case tested is located at (xcg, ycg, zcg) = (8.92  0.00  

-0.144). The moment arm of the thrusters was determined by placement of the RCS 

thrusters. The thrusters were placed as far from the center of gravity as possible to 

provide the maximum amount of torque. Figure 6.1.1 displays the location of the 

thrusters. The code also requires the MOI determined in CGMOI. This matrix is based on 

the structural layout  of the vehicle. The code also determines the time that is required to 

perform the maneuver in each axial direction. This is done by guessing the initial burn 

time and iterating these parameters and the maximum torque vector. The burn time for 

each direction is then used to determine the delta V required for the maneuver for 

direction. This delta V is compared to the maximum allowed delta V of 149 m/s (Galileo 

Satellite tour Delta V) [Reference 6.1]. This result is then used in the rocket equation to 

find the amount of propellant required for this maneuver. The resulting burn occurred in 

the x direction for 24 seconds, burning 0.2880 kg of propellant, and achieving the delta V 

of 0.0501 m/s; y direction for 30 s, burning 0.3600 kg of prop, and achieving a delta V of 

0.0626 m/s; z direction for 35 s, burning 0.4200 kg of prop achieving 0.0730 m/s of delta 

V.  
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CONCLUSION 

The overall design of MAGAT is incomplete, from a systems analysis point of 

view. Constraints limited the amount of design analysis that could be performed. Results 

obtained during this project were promising, but much more work is needs to be done to 

improve MAGAT. In the future, a different modeling package should be considered since 

CGMOI is restricted in its modeling. Further efforts should also be spent on finding 

actual data for systems dimensions which would enhance the representation of the model.   
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C O M PA R I S O N  T O  T H E  

C O N C E P T U A L  D E S I G N  

AERODYNAMIC DESIGN COMPARISON 

The conceptual design for the MAGAT vehicle was limited to a simplified shape 

due to the lack of more sophisticated modeling tools.  The AGA maneuver required that 

the vehicle be designed for hypersonic flight with the ability to make a controlled fly 

through of the Martian atmosphere.  The obvious choice for modeling the most efficient 

hypersonic surface would be an infinite flat plate.  While this would provide the best 

aerodynamic performance, the vehicle would be unrealistic with no volume or ability to 

sustain substantial structural loads and heating.  With this in mind, the next best choice 

was to expand the flat plate into a wedge.  Conical sides were then attached to provide 

sufficient volume for containment of a satellite similar to the Galileo spacecraft as well as 

provide a model that more closely resembles a realistic shape.  A nose was also added to 

the design to provide resistance to the heating loads.  The dimensions of the conceptual 

design can be seen in Table 1.   

 

MAGAT Conceptual Vehicle Design Parameters 

rn   (m) rb   (m) L  (m) b  (m) δ  (deg) lflap  (m) 

0.25 1.655 10.0 3.0 8.0 0.5 

Table 7.1:  Conceptual design parameters. 
 

The aerodynamic performance of the conceptual vehicle was greatly 

overestimated.  The vehicle only achieved a maximum lift to drag ratio of just under 2 

and was stable for angles of attack between 0 and 7 degrees.  Since the vehicle provided a 

small amount of lift the angle of attack had to be kept at greater than best performance 

values and in turn caused the skin friction to become very high during most of the AGA 

maneuver.   
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The first of the changes to be made was to reduce the nose radius down to a 

fraction of the conceptual design value.  By reducing the nose radius the hypersonic drag 

was decreased by a factor of 2. 

 Another of the most drastic changes was to reduce the half angle of the wedge 

down to 2 degrees.  This of course caused a large reduction in volume and forced the 

issue of how to carry a payload the size of the Galileo spacecraft.  After much 

deliberation the payload was divided into its subsystems and integrated into the MAGAT 

vehicle.   This option was considered since the Galileo spacecraft and its technology is 

over 14 years old and the ability to launch smaller and more inexpensive vehicles with 

equivalent and/or improved capabilities is now available.  When the half angle was 

reduced the lift improved by about 22% and the drag was reduced, on an average, by 

27%.  This improvement increased the maximum lift to drag ratio to just over 3 and 

increased the trimmable angle of attack range to greater than 30 degrees.   

The final parameters to be changed were the total length of the vehicle and the 

width of the wedge, there by increasing the total surface area of the vehicle.  Several 

combinations were tested and the final result was limited to 20 meter vehicle with a 

wedge width of 3 meters.  This allowed for the integration of the systems and acceptable 

structural design while giving a lift to drag ratio around 4.  The range of stability for the 

vehicle was slightly less than the smaller vehicle, but still produced enough trimming 

capabilities to satisfy the final mission trajectory.    

It is also important to note that the flap chord length was adjusted to provide the 

best stability of the vehicle throughout the trade studies and was not used as defining 

design parameter.   

The final vehicle parameters, seen in Table 2, provided the desired flight 

characteristics to complete the mission.  Unfortunately the final vehicle’s performance 

still produced an excessive amount of drag and resulted in a final velocity that was 

approximately 1 km/s too slow.  The final vehicle did however satisfy all other aspects of 

the mission.   
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 MAGAT Final Vehicle Design Parameters 

rn   (m) rb   (m) L  (m) b  (m) δ  (deg) lflap  (m) 

0.01 0.71 20.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 

Table 7.2:  Final vehicle design parameters. 
 

 

 

TRAJECTORY DESIGN COMPARISON 

In the original concept design for trajectories, it was thought that bank angle, 

flight path angle, and angle of attack could be varied.  The methods used do not allow for 

control of flight path angle.  It is merely and output variable.  Both angle of attack and 

bank angle were varied during trade studies (although bank angle remained constant for 

any one design- it did vary from design to design).  It was also thought that heading angle 

could be adjusted if the final conditions could not be met.; as with flight path angle, 

however, heading angle is an output variable. 

 

TPS DESIGN COMPARISON 

The concept design for the TPS was based on previous work completed by D. 

Landou in the fall of 2001. The TPS concept proposed having a TPS consisting of an 

outer phenolic epoxy resin ablator (Avcoat) layer, with an AETB insulating layer 

underneath. Over the course of the fall 2003, it was determined that the AETB insulating 

layer provided too much thermal insulation, and was not needed to meet the inner wall 

boundary condition. Also a superior ablator, SLA-561V, was located via an Internet 

based literature search. The material properties were found in the TPSX Database, and 

used in SODDIT. 

Additional constraints on the TPS were imposed as the nose radius decreased. To 

achieve the high life to drag ratio required to fly the AGA mission, a 1cm nose radius was 

required.  As a traditional ablator would almost instantaneously ablate away under the 

extreme (~ 20 gigwatts/m^2) stagnation point heating, a UHTC nose was determined to 
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be necessary. Early concerns involving the MAGAT vehicle “burning up” because of the 

high incident velocities to Mars’ atmosphere went unrealized. The time spent in altitudes 

low enough to provide significant heating was ultimately manageable, and a successful 

TPS design was found. 

The finalized TPS was a single layer of SLA-561V, with a UHTC nose. This 

composition is much simpler than the multi-layered TPS proposed in the concept design, 

which would ease manufacturing, and also provides weight benefits.  

 

STRUCTURE DESIGN COMPARISON 

 

SYSTEMS DESIGN COMPARISON 

MAGAT underwent several iterations in order to generate a vehicle able to 

achieve an L/D necessary to perform the required in-flight maneuvers to complete the 

mission. For systems and propulsion, a change in any variable would require iterations in 

the systems’ free variables to meet those changes. The free variables are tank sizing and 

placement of internal components. The avionics systems used to operate the vehicle can 

also be reconfigured however changes to these systems were kept to a minimal. The 

conceptual design was generated with the intent of carrying the fully assembled Galileo 

spacecraft as payload (minus the booms). This lead to an initial vehicle having a wedge 

body that was 10m in length, 3 m in width, a nose radius of 0.25m, with cone sides 

having a radius 0.8 degrees. Figure 6.5.1 displays this vehicle. TPS was not modeled in 

the figure. 
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Figure 7.3: Initial Vehicle 

Under this configuration, the Cg location was (Xcg, Ycg, Zcg) = (7.21 0.0 0.0). 

Modification for stability required the cg location to be located within the 45-50 % from 

the front of the vehicle. This resulted in the reconfiguration of the propellant tanks which 

became smaller to ensure fit in the forward portion of the vehicle, and also, the 

reconfiguration of the systems become a stand rectangular prism with a cubic side of 0.9 

m each having an equal mass of 325 kg. Not changing the vehicle’s dimensions, just 

changing the internal components and including a three engine linear arrangement, Figure 

6.5.2 displays an updated vehicle. As a result the fuel, oxidizer, and pressure tanks were 

significantly reduced to a radius of 0.4 m and cylindrical tanks with two hemispheric end 

caps were determined to be a suitable configuration. This brought the Cg location to be  

(xcg,ycg,zcg)=(5.3 0.0 -0.098) with TPS modeled in the analysis. Several iterations were 

done to this configuration to relocate the cg location even further forward.  
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Figure 7.4: Vehicle update for Trim and Stability 

 

Aerothermodynmics determined an increase in vehicle length was necessary to 

achieve an L/D required to complete the mission. This required a change in vehicle 

dimension to change to a 20 m vehicle in length, 3 m width, nose radius of 0.01m, with a 

half angle of 4 degrees. This configuration required to scale the propellant tanks even 

smaller to fit within the confines of the vehicle. This reduced the fuel and oxidizer tanks 

to a radius of 0.2 m with a cylindrical length of 3.0099 m and 3.0662 m respectively. The 

pressurant tanks resulted in a radius of 0.5 m in radius. Figure 6.5.3 displays the final 

dimensions. The Cg location shifted to  (x cg, y cg, z cg) = (8.92 0.00 -0.144). 

 
Figure 7.5: MAGAT Vehicle configuration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


